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Over the last forty years, the use of electronic controls within the automotive industry 
has grown considerably.  In-vehicle network technologies such as the Controller Area 
Network (CAN) and Local Interconnect Network (LIN) are used to connect 
Electronic Control Units (ECU) together, mainly to reduce the amount of wiring that 
would be required if hardwired integration were used. 
 Modern passenger cars contain many networks, which means that for the 
architecture designer, there is an almost overwhelming number of choices on how to 
design/partition the system depending on factors such as cost, weight, availability of 
ECUs, safety, Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) etc.  Despite the increasing role 
played by in-vehicle networks in automotive electrical architectures, its design could 
currently be described as a “black art”.  Not only is there an almost overwhelming 
number of choices facing the designer, but there is currently a lack of a quantifiable 
process to aid decision making and there is a dearth of published literature available. 
 NetGen is a software tool used to design CAN/J1939, LIN and FlexRay 
networks.  For the product to remain competitive, it is desirable to have novel features 
over the competition.  This report describes a body of work, the aim of which was to 
research in-vehicle network design processes, and to provide an improvement to such 
processes.  The opportunities of customer projects and availability of customer 
information resulted in the scope of the research focusing on the adoption of LIN 
technology and whether the adoption of it could reduce the cost and weight of the 
target architecture.  The research can therefore be seen to address two issues: firstly 
the general problem of network designers needing to design in-vehicle network based 
architectures balancing the needs of many design targets such as cost, weight etc, and 
secondly the commercial motivation to find novel features for the design tool, 
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NetGen.  The outcome of the research described in this report was the development of 
design processes that can be used for the selection of low cost and weight automotive 
electrical architectures using coarse information, such as that which would be easily 
available at the very beginning of a vehicle design programme.  The key benefit of 
this is that a number of candidate networked architectures can be easily assessed for 
their ability to reduce cost and weight of the electrical architecture. 
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Prior to the 1970s there were very few electronic systems implemented in passenger 
cars.  By 1974 there were up to twelve electronic systems or sub-systems in a high 
end vehicle although they were not microcontroller based.  These systems included 
alternator diodes, voltage regulators, electronic fuel injection and electronic 
controlled ignition (Jurgen, 1999).  Electronic system adoption then began to grow as 
a result of increasingly stringent emissions legislation world wide (initially from the 
Californian Air Resources Board) and the emergence of cost effective microprocessor 
technology.  By the end of the 1990s, electronic components and systems accounted 
for over 20% of the cost of a high end passenger car (Leen et al, 1999).  A current 
high-end passenger car can have over fifty Electronic Control Units (ECUs) of 
varying complexity contained within its electrical architecture.  This figure is 
expected to grow significantly over the coming years with the introduction of 
increasingly more complex control systems such as drive-by-wire and multimedia 
systems giving access to the Internet.  Forecasts indicate that by 2010, 24% of the 
total vehicle costs across all types of vehicle will be due to electronic equipment 
(Robert Bosch GmbH, 2004). 
 The large number of ECUs that now exist in modern vehicles has led to the 
adoption of in-vehicle networks in order to share information between each of the 
ECUs.  There have been many example technologies over the years but currently the 
de-facto standard is the Controller Area Network (CAN).  More recently intelligent 
sensors and actuators, and low speed digital switching have been integrated with a 
complementary but lower cost and lower performance technology known as the Local 
Interconnect Network (LIN).  Since 2006 a new higher cost but higher performance 
network technology known as FlexRay has been implemented in cars from BMW, 
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Audi, Rolls Royce and Bentley.  Finally, a technology known as Media Oriented 
Systems Transport (MOST) is now deployed in many higher-end vehicles for 
infotainment applications such as camera and navigation systems.  MOST is a fast 
network technology for information transfer and not control and therefore it can be 
considered as different from the aforementioned network technologies.  A typical 
modern vehicle will now have at least two CAN buses and four to eight LIN buses.  
A high-end vehicle can have up to six CAN buses and twelve LIN buses and 
therefore system partitioning can be a significant problem in the design of the 
electrical architecture. 
 The designers of a vehicle’s electrical architecture must balance the 
requirements of many different design targets in order to produce the best 
architecture.  These include but are not limited to ensuring that it is the lowest cost to 
meet the requirement of delivering the maximum value to a customer, achieving the 
lowest weight possible, which in turn reduces emissions and fuel consumption, 
ensuring that it is easy to manufacture and assemble and also that it meets legislative 
requirements in terms of Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) and safety.  Much 
of this is carried out relying on the judgement and experience of the designers since it 
is a “black art” rather than using fully quantified design processes. 
 
1.1. The Sponsoring Company – Rapicore 
Rapicore was a spin-off company from Potenza Technology founded in 2004 to 
commercially exploit and develop products relating to design and automatic code 
generation of communication software stacks for automotive network systems.  
Potenza Technology itself is part of a group that now owns niche sportscar 
manufacturer brands Westfield and GTM.  Potenza gave access to some information 
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on the design of these vehicles during the doctorate programme which is contained 
within this report. 
Rapicore products included a CAN bus I/O block for Simulink (called 
RapidTarget) which was targeted towards the Infineon c16x microcontroller family 
and also integrated into the Prodrive uProteus product.  Another key product was an 
in-vehicle networking design tool called NetGen.  Due to a decline in interest in these 
products, the company was wound down in 2009.  During the five year life of the 
company it consisted of up to five people and participated in the Eureka project 
SAPECS (Secured Architectures and Protocols for Enhanced Car Safety). 
 The Rapid Target product is no longer supported as the high cost of 
maintenance makes this product commercially unviable.  The NetGen product, 
although not financially viable within Rapicore, is now a part of the product portfolio 
of a company called Warwick Control Technologies, which is a provider of control 
systems networking technology products for automotive and industrial automation 
systems.  The NetGen intellectual property is currently jointly owned by Potenza 
Technology and Warwick Control Technologies. 
 
l 
1.2. The Product – NetGen 
Background 
NetGen is a PC-based network design and automatic code generation tool for LIN, 
CAN, SAE J1939 (a version of CAN used in truck and off-highway industries) and 
FlexRay.  The NetGen tool is a rule-based LIN network and node designer that can 
also be used to automatically generate or configure the MISRA C source code stack 
for network communications.  The stack is compiled and included as part of an 




The first version of NetGen to be released commercially was NetGen LIN.  The 
current versions of NetGen LIN available on the market are for Atmel AVR and 
Infineon Tricore microcontrollers and have been included in a number of production 
vehicle programmes.  The Infineon Tricore version has been used by a major first tier 
supplier to generate the communications between a gearbox controller and a gear 
selector module for a large number of manufacturers.  Atmel AVR versions have 
been used by first tier automotive suppliers in the USA for development of LIN slave 
devices for C02 sensing and Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC). 
 
NetGen FlexRay Development 
During the SAPECS Project (Secured Architectures and Protocols for Enhanced Car 
Safety) which was a pan-European Eureka project, the NetGen tool was extended to 
support the FlexRay protocol.  The tool was included as part of the development 
process for the SAPECS project to design the FlexRay communications of an engine 
management demonstrator for a first tier European automotive supplier.  It was used 
to automatically generate the C configuration files for an AUTOSAR FlexRay stack 
targeted to an Atmel AVR32 microcontroller (Laes et al, 2009). 
 
NetGen SAE J1939 
The SAE J1939 is a CAN higher layer protocol primarily used in bus, truck and off-
highway applications.  A J1939/CAN version was developed and extended to support 
the application programming interface of a commercial J1939 stack as the target.  
Currently NetGen CAN J1939 is not targeted towards a particular microcontroller, 
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but to CAN-specific software stacks provided by two companies.  However for the 
sake of this discussion, the J1939 software stack can be seen to be in the same scope 
as a microcontroller. 
 
Summary of NetGen Product Variants 
The different versions of the tool that are currently available are summarised in Table 
1.  It can be seen that the generic naming convention is NetGen “Network 
Technology” “Microcontroller Targeted”.  The list of product versions is not 
exhaustive, these are just the versions that have been developed specifically to meet 
customer requests or other market needs that have been determined. 
 
Technology Product offering 
LIN NetGen LIN Tricore – automatic code generation tool for LIN 
targeted at the Tricore microcontroller from Infineon AG and the 
AVR microcontroller from the Atmel Corporation 
CAN NetGen CAN LPC – automatic code generation tool for CAN 
targeted at the LPC microcontroller from NXP 
J1939 NetGen CAN J1939 – automatic code generation tool for CAN 
targeted at the J1939 software stacks from two different suppliers 
FlexRay NetGen FlexRay AVR32 – automatic code generation tool for 
FlexRay targeted at the AVR32 microcontroller from the Atmel 
Corporation. 
Table 1 : Currently available product versions by network technology 
 
1.3. Distributed System Development Using NetGen 
A screen shot of the tool is shown in Figure 1 which shows an example two node 
network for LIN.  The network architecture display shows a network topology.  The 
Node, Message, Signals Tree View shows the number and name of network nodes, 
messages, signals and also schedules for message transmission.  During the 
development of a network, there are protocol conformity rules that continually check 
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the correctness of the design and provide three priority levels of warnings at the 
bottom.  Figure 2 shows the NetGen view for schedules of message transmission and 
how they can be designed within the tool. 
 
Figure 1 : Example screen shot of the NetGen LIN tool 
 
 
Figure 2 : Example LIN schedule screen shot of the NetGen LIN tool 
 
 
1) System Explorer 
Node, Message, Signals etc 
3) Task Viewer 
Rule non-conformity reporting 
4) Selected Item Viewer 
Network Architecture 




 Upon opening NetGen and selecting to create a new configuration, the user is 
presented with a selection of technologies for which they can configure. At present 
the options include CAN/J1939, LIN and FlexRay.  Once the desired network is 
selected the user is presented with the main configuration environment shown in 
Figure 1.  The interface consists of four main components: the System Explorer (1); 
the Properties Viewer (2); and the Task Viewer (3); and the Selected Item Viewer (4).  
For the purposes of this discussion a network has already been entered to show the 
kind of information that is displayed. 
The System Explorer (1) shows all of the components within the network, 
including the network itself, its nodes, schedules of communication, messages, 
signals and lookup tables.  This allows developers to view all of the network’s 
constituents at a glance. The configuration parameters for each item can be viewed 
and edited in the Properties Viewer (2) by selecting the item with the mouse. Items 
can also be copied and deleted through the System Explorer. 
 The Properties Viewer (2) displays the parameters and settings of the item 
selected in the System Explorer. Through this component the user can modify the 
item’s parameters as required. It also performs checks on the values entered or 
selected according to rules contained in the schema files.  If a parameter is invalid an 
error or warning message, depending on the nature of the invalidity, is shown in the 
Task Viewer (3).  Some errors can also result in a dialog box being displayed, 
showing the error that has occurred and the action that has been performed e.g. the 
value is above the permitted bounds and has been reverted back to its original value. 
The Task Viewer (3) shows any errors, warnings and information concerning 
the network’s current configuration, and offers the user guidance on how to correct 
the network design.  If an error is highlighted in the Task Viewer, the user simply has 
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to make the associated correction.  Once the item is corrected the error/warning is 
removed from the viewer.  During the NetGen development process the user must 
work through all errors and warnings that are reported to satisfactorily complete the 
network design. 
The Selected Item Viewer (4) displays a number of items depending on the 
selection in the System Explorer. The viewer is used for items that require, or can 
benefit from, the use of visual artefacts, either for simple display purposes or for 
more complicated configurations that cannot be done through the Properties Viewer. 
The main items displayed are the Network (currently shown in the figure), the Log 
(which displays information on the applications events), and the Schedule, (for 
modifying the network’s schedule which is required for LIN and FlexRay, but not 
CAN). The Schedule view is the most interactive of the displays, allowing users to 
set up messages within the schedule. 
Throughout development the developer can save (and later reopen) the 
network configuration to file. The file is called a System Description File and uses 
the ‘SDF’ extension and is saved as an XML file. 
Once the entire network configuration has been entered correctly and all 
errors/warnings reported in the Task Viewer have been dealt with satisfactorily, the 
developer can then generate the source code for one or more of the nodes present in 
the network.  The code generation interface is shown in Figure 3.  The simple code 
generation interface allows the user to select the nodes for which the code should be 
generated.  It also allows the configuration of a few other items including the 
generation of OIL (OSEK Implementation Language) and DIL (Data Input 
Language) files for each node, diagnostics API, and SCI (Serial Communication 
Interface)/TIM (Timer) Channel selection (for LIN only). Once the required nodes 
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have been selected the developer clicks on the ‘Generate Code’ button to generate the 
source code for the selected nodes. These files are saved into a separate directory on 










1.4. NetGen – Competitor Analysis 
The competitors for the NetGen tool vary depending upon the network technology 
that they are targeted towards.  The main competitor products to NetGen network 
design and code generation tool are shown in Table 2. 
 












Automatic Scheduling of 
messages 
No No No Yes Yes No Yes 
Code Generator Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 
Rule Based Design Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Design Process Workflow Yes Yes None Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Microcontroller selection  
(e.g. by stack ROM/RAM 
estimation) 
No No No No No No No 
Support of architecture  
design to a target (e.g. 
Cost/weight) 
No No No No No No No 
FIBEX support No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Pricing Point Medium High Free High High Medium High 
CAN Support Yes Yes No Yes TTCAN No No 
J1939 Support Yes Yes No No No No No 
LIN Support Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 
FlexRay Support Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 




The following can be seen from Table 2: 
• Only the product from Vector competes across all network technologies (i.e. 
CAN, J1939, LIN and FlexRay). 
• J1939 versions of the tool only have one competitor, which is Vector. 
• For FlexRay the market place is very crowded and there is a lot of competition for 
the FlexRay version of the NetGen. 
• The LIN version of the NetGen product has just two serious competitor products 
(from Vector and Mentor), as two other competitors do not provide the same level 
of features such as C code generation. 
• None of the tools help with microcontroller selection 
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• None of the tools helps with the selection of the ideal network architecture that 
can result in reduced cost or weight. 
 
Therefore there are technological gaps in the market for such products in the area of 
microcontroller selection and architecture selection based on design targets such as 
cost or weight. 
 
In general NetGen offers the following benefits in addition to what is shown in this 
table: 
1. Network design and code generator available in same package – many of 
NetGen’s competitors separate the designer side of the product from the code 
generator whilst NetGen includes both in the same package. 
2. Easy-to-use user interface – therefore requiring minimal training. 
3. Customisable rule-base – editable XML schema offers an easy to customise 
rule-base. 
4. Competitive pricing – middle end pricing point makes the product ideal for 
smaller suppliers and niche /low-volume vehicle manufacturers. 
5. Multiple stack supplier relationships – not tied to a single stack supplier, i.e. 
currently supports FlexRay for Atmel AVR32, two different J1939 stacks, HIS 
Automotive standard for LIN, Atmel AVR microcontrollers. 
6. Integration with the free GNU C compiler – giving the possibility for the 
customer to reduce their capital investment cost. 
7. Free CAN stack – signals API-based stack available with CAN version based on 
early AUTOSAR standards. 
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1.5. NetGen – Current Sales and Distribution Strategy 
The NetGen product is currently sold world-wide as a part of the Warwick Control 
in-vehicle network development tool portfolio, primarily via the Warwick Control 
web-shop, direct sales and distribution partnerships.  The product portfolio is shown 
in Figure 4, and within this portfolio the NetGen product is able to survive 
commercially as part of a solution that can be supplied to customers. 
 The product portfolio is a design suite which includes NetGen as a network 
designer and automatic code generator (i.e. generation of signals API and 
configuration for the network stack), an automatic J1939 CAN Network 
Documentation Tool (NDT) for generation of network specifications, Network 
Comparison Tool (NCT) to help manage the data between different revisions of the 
vehicle network specification, network analyser and tool for flashing over CAN. 
 




The tool faces some tough competition from some very large companies.  To 
help improve product exposure, versions of NetGen without any code generation 
capabilities are given away for free.  This is inline with current approaches from 
competitors.  For example, at least two competitors give away a free version of their 
LIN editor tool.  This has the advantage of allowing the customer to try out the 
product’s features before purchase. 
 FlexRay and CAN versions of the NetGen product are available as custom 
products, in other words developed specifically as customer projects to their 
requirements.  LIN and J1939 NetGen versions are available as off-the-shelf and also 
custom products.  Custom versions of the tool can be developed for microcontroller 
manufacturers, first tier tool suppliers, car manufacturers and first tier ECU suppliers. 
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1.6.  NetGen – Requirement for Improvement 
For the NetGen product to survive against market threats, the product needs to be 
taken in new directions.  The higher-end of the market (which is represented by tools 
with a high level of features and commanding higher pricing) is very crowded.  This 
is especially true for FlexRay tools.  Therefore NetGen FlexRay has a large amount 
of competition.  There is the potential for NetGen FlexRay to be a lower cost 
alternative but the disadvantage of being dominant in the low price sectors is that it 
can be hard to get large revenues in comparison to the competitors in the high-end 
pricing sectors.  The main reason for this is that the expected number of license sales 
would not be large enough, even if FlexRay experienced a high level of adoption.  
Currently the adoption of FlexRay is very low due to company budget limitations and 
therefore the market is small. 
 NetGen LIN only has serious competition from two competitors and NetGen 
J1939 only has serious competition from one competitor.  It is desirable to increase 
revenues by further differentiating the product from the competition and move its 
market positioning to include higher features and therefore be able to command a 
higher price.  Therefore there is a requirement for the development of novel features 
to help this product differentiation. 
 The general market for network stacks is in decline due to the continual 
emergence of open source projects and an increased perception from customers that 
free stacks can be successfully integrated into their embedded system products. 
 
1.7. Aim of Research 
As has previously been stated, the successful design of automotive electrical 
architectures involves balancing of the requirements of many different factors.  Even 
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if the number of factors is limited by the design team, the design of an automotive 
electrical architecture based on in-vehicle networking technology is a very difficult 
problem to solve.  There is very little published literature providing a formalised 
process for such a design, probably due to the commercial sensitivity.  There is also 
the problem that the amount of information that is required to make design decisions 
is potentially overwhelming.  There is a lack of process for dealing with this 
information.  Therefore the design of an automotive electrical architecture could be 
described as a black art.  The aim of the research described in this report was to 
ultimately help improve the understanding of the possible decisions involved in the 
design of an automotive electrical architecture based on in-vehicle networking 
technology and to formalise the design processes. 
The requirements of one of NetGen’s customers led the research to initially 
focus on designing an automotive electrical architecture to a specified target cost.  
The requirements of a second customer led to the addition of a second factor and 
therefore the focus was widened to include designing an electrical architecture to a 
target weight.  The requirements of these two customers led to the two case studies 
that are described in chapters three and six. 
 The commercial aim was to provide a commercial advantage for the NetGen 
tool and explore how this could be achieved.  To enable further NetGen product 
differentiation and a move to the higher-end of the market, research was required to 
ascertain potential new and innovative features.  However there was particular 
emphasis on how much information could be estimated at the very early design stages 
so that the information required for design decisions could be reduced. 
The scope of the research was limited to LIN technology due to the 
commercial influence of the NetGen LIN product.  LIN was the biggest market for 
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the NetGen tool and therefore potential projects and data had the greatest availability 
in this area. 
To achieve the academic and commercial aims, there were the following 
research objectives.  The first was to research the state of the art literature on in-
vehicle networking and the processes used in their design.  Secondly to investigate 
the cost of an automotive door wiring harness which is integrated by hardwiring (in 
other words not using an in-vehicle networking technology), develop a process for 
assessing whether a LIN alternative electrical architecture can reduce the cost of the 
harness and apply the process on the automotive door wiring harness case study.  The 
final research objective was to apply the previously developed cost assessment 
process on a new case study, a niche sports car manufacturer electrical architecture. 
 
1.8. Flow of Doctorate Submissions 
The outcome of the Engineering Doctorate research was that a number of processes 
were developed through the case studies.  These can be expressed as part of one 
overall process which is summarised in Figure 5.  The overall process consisted of 
four steps.  Step 1 is concerned with the selection of the target architecture for a 
vehicle which is to be analysed for cost or weight improvement.  Step 2 is concerned 
with the proposal of one or more alternative architectures to be compared.  Step 3 is 
concerned with the analysis of the proposed architectures to see if they can achieve 
lower cost/weight and determine what nodal cost/weights (CNode and WNode) are 
required to achieve an equal or lower cost/weight target.  Step 4 is concerned with 
ascertaining whether nodal cost and weight targets (CNode and WNode) are realistically 
achievable by looking at the communications stack ROM/RAM requirements.  The 
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development of this process is described in the various submissions that were written 
throughout the doctorate. 
 
Figure 5 : Top level process developed during the engineering doctorate 
 
There were five submissions that were submitted to the Engineering Doctorate 
portfolio: 
1. Review of Automotive Electronic Control Systems –Trends, Technologies, 
Processes, and Standards 
2. A Comparison of the Cost of Hardwired and LIN Bus Based Car Door Electrical 
Architectures 
3. An Investigation into the Relationship between Microcontroller Monetary Cost 
and ROM/RAM Capability for Improved Understanding of Automotive Local 
Interconnect Network Node Cost Issues 
4. Modelling of Automotive Microcontroller LIN Communications Stack ROM and 
RAM Requirements for Improved Cost Estimation 
2) Propose LIN alternative architecture(s) 
1) Choose target architecture and features 
to be improved (e.g. cost/weight) 
3) Analyse LIN alternatives and see if they can beat the 






4) Ascertain whether CNode and WNode targets are 
achievable? This is done by microcontroller selection and 
pricing up the ECU 
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5. A Case Study on the Design to Cost/Low Harness Weight Processes for Local 
Interconnect Network Based Alternatives to a Niche Sports Car Hardwired 
Wiring Harness 
 
The suggested reading order is shown in Figure 6.  Submission one started the 
research by looking at the general trends in the adoption of the in-vehicle electronics 
and in-vehicle networking technologies for the integration of the electronic systems 
and design process. 
The motivation for submission two came from a partnership between a major 
Japanese wiring harness manufacturer with offices in the UK, and an automotive LIN 
microcontroller manufacturer with offices in France, both of whom use the NetGen 
product.  The wiring harness manufacturer wanted to see if they could reduce the cost 
of one of their door system wiring harnesses by the adoption of LIN.  Cost data of the 
bill of materials of the original hardwired driver’s door harness was provided by the 
wiring harness manufacturer.  This was analysed and a number of findings came out 
of this.  Firstly it is not very useful to analyse the door harness on its own but best to 
look at the entire door system.  By dividing the entire door system into zones, the 
harness could be analysed in terms of inter-zone and intra-zone wires (a zone in this 
case being a vehicle door).  The process that was followed is described in chapter 
four of this report.  The study revealed that a very challenging nodal cost target 
would be needed in order for LIN communications to be added. 
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Figure 6 : Suggested reading order of the Engineering Doctorate submissions and key 
outcomes 
 
 Submission three was motivated by submission two and investigated LIN 
node cost issues.  In particular the relationship between microcontroller unit price and 
its memory capabilities was investigated for the Microchip 16F and 18F 
microcontroller families.  This was significant as it had the potential to partially 
quantify the cost of an embedded software component by characterising its ROM and 
RAM requirements.  It was found that the ROM and RAM capabilities did have an 
Submission 1:  
Literature survey 
Submission 2: 
LIN door architecture case 
study 
Submission 3: 
LIN nodal cost and 
microcontroller cost study 
Submission 4: 




Sportscar LIN architecture 
case study 
Key Outcomes 
Output: Automotive electrical 
architecture design to cost process 
(Chapter 4, Section 4.1) 
Output: Microcontroller 
ROM/RAM capability assessment 
process (Chapter 5, Section 5.1) 
Output: Microcontroller variant 
selection by LIN stack ROM/RAM 
requirements estimation process 
(Chapter 5, Section 5.2) 
Output: Extension to design to cost 
process 
(Chapter 4, Section 4.1) 
Design to weight process 
(Chapter 4, Section 4.2) 
LIN Micro cost estimation process 
(Chapter 5, Section 5) 
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effect on unit price but not clearly enough to be able to determine a generic model for 
microcontroller price estimation.  Further investigation showed that there was a linear 
relationship between the ROM and RAM capability of the microcontroller and that 
this relationship varied between families (e.g. PIC 16F, 18F and Atmel AVR).  This 
relationship could be used to determine whether a piece of embedded software such 
as a LIN communications stack could easily be targeted towards a particular 
microcontroller. 
 Submission four continued on the subject of the cost of embedded software 
relating to microcontroller ROM and RAM.  This submission investigated whether it 
was possible to produce models to estimate the ROM and RAM requirements of a 
LIN communications stack as a function of the number of network nodes, messages 
and signals.  It was found that linear regression modelling did allow estimations to be 
made. 
 Submission five applied provided the opportunity to apply the processes 
developed in the other submissions to a new case study.  The aim was to ascertain 
whether adoption of LIN in body control could be lower cost and lower weight than 
the hardwired original in a niche sports car.  The design-to-cost process that was used 
in submission two was adapted to form a design-for-low-architecture weight process.  
It was found that there was likely to be an additional cost rather than a cost saving.  
However there was potential to reduce the weight with the adoption of LIN. 
 
1.9. Flow of this Report 
Chapter two of this Innovation Report summarises the key points from the literature 
survey which was outlined in submission one and also makes some updates to the 
literature based on current developments. 
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 Chapter three summarises the case study that was carried out in submission 
two, which investigated the design-to-cost process of an automotive door electrical 
architecture based on LIN. 
The case study described in chapter three resulted in the development of a 
process for the design-to-cost of an electrical architecture that allowed an original 
hardwired architecture to be compared with one or more LIN candidate architectures 
to ascertain if they can be of lower cost.  This resulted in the determination of a target 
nodal cost that would be required for the LIN architecture to be of lower cost.  The 
process for this is described in chapter four.  A design-to-weight process that allows 
two architectures to be compared in terms of their weight was developed based on the 
design-to-cost process.  This is important since it helps low weight architectures be 
developed and was required for the second case study that is described in chapter six.  
Both the design-to-cost and design-to-weight processes are described in chapter four 
of this report. 
Chapter five outlines the research carried out in submissions three and four that 
resulted in two processes which are also described in this chapter.  The first of these 
is a process for the assessment of the ROM and RAM capability of a family of  
microcontrollers so that it can be ascertained how well the family is suited for the 
design of certain embedded software.  The second of these processes is for ROM and 
RAM requirements estimation of a LIN communications stack so that a 
microcontroller variant can be selected. 
Chapter six describes the case study that was carried out in submission five 
which investigated the design-to-cost and design-for-low-harness-weight of a 
sportscar body control electrical architecture.  This case study used the design-to-
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cost/weight processes that are described in chapter four and the microcontroller 
variant selection process that is described in chapter five. 
Chapter seven concludes this Innovation Report and summarises the key 




2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
2.1. Trends in Automotive Electronic Systems Integration 
Early microcontroller based automotive control systems had a small number of ECUs 
with sensors and actuators connected directly to the ECU that used the signal.  This 
often resulted in duplicate sensors being used providing the same information.  An 
example of this method of ECU integration is shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: Stand alone ECUs (No Integration) 
 
 
Figure 8: Hard-wired ECU Integration 
 
An improvement to stand alone ECUs was to integrate ECUs with hard-wired 
signals.  Therefore if two ECUs required the same signal, they could share the 
information from one sensor.  This provided the benefit of cost saving by reduction of 
duplicate sensors.  However, as the number of ECUs and sensors grew, this approach 
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to ECU integration became very complicated and the weight of the wiring harness 
grew significantly.  A large number of connectors within the wiring harness were 
required, which in turn led to reliability problems.  Another significant problem of the 
hardwired integration method is cross-talk between wires caused by induced 
electrical interference (Khoh, 1993).  An example of this method of integration is 
shown in Figure 8. 
The problems associated with hard-wired integration led to the adoption of 
digital networks.  Networks can have ring, star or bus architectures.  The single bus 
architecture was adopted by the automotive industry for integration of ECUs since it 
was the most economically viable.  This provided a number of benefits such as 
reduced wiring harness weight, reduction of the number of connectors, increased 
reliability, simplified assembly and ease of upgradeability for new ECUs and 
automotive platform customer option ECU management (McLaughlin, 1993).  An 
example of this method of integration is shown in Figure 9. 
 
 
Figure 9: Single Bus Integration 
 
Early data bus systems were based on some kind of message arbitration 
methodology which resulted in message latency becoming very unpredictable at 
higher bus loads.  Therefore to maintain reasonable message latency, it became 
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appropriate to partition the automotive electrical architecture between hard real time 
and soft real time functionality.  An example of this is shown in Figure 10 in which 
powertrain (e.g. engine management, gearbox control) or chassis systems (e.g. 
braking, steering controls) are integrated via the high speed data bus and body control 
systems (e.g. lighting and door controls) are integrated via the low speed data bus. 
 
 
Figure 10: Partitioning of Automotive Electrical Architecture into a Two Bus System 
 
The adoption of electronic control systems continued to grow as a result of the 
integration ability provided by early in-vehicle network systems.  This led to two 
problems, partitioning and optimal cost.  A dual network system had limitations when 
the number of electronic systems (and therefore ECUs) grew beyond the capabilities 
of a two-network system.  Therefore the number of networks required within the 
vehicle’s electrical architecture increased.  However, partitioning the system into 
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similar levels of safety criticality and real-time requirements can lead to a single 
network technology being sub-optimal.  It can be found to be too powerful for some 
low-end applications (therefore wasting resources and money) or not powerful 
enough for high end applications.  Therefore multiple network partitioned automotive 
systems have been the state of the art as shown in Figure 11.  Infotainment, real-time 
control, low speed body and sensor/actuator bus systems are shown in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11: Multiple Network Partitioned Automotive Electrical Architecture (e.g. 
Real Time Control Networks, Sensor/Actuator Sub-buses, One Infotainment 
Network, One Diagnostic Bus - ideally partitioned by function but more usually by 
data sharing requirements) 
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2.2. Automotive In-Vehicle Networking Technologies for Control 
Open standard in-vehicle data networks such as SAE J1850, SAE J1597, SAE J2106 
and the Vehicle Area Network (VAN; ISO11519 Part 3) have been successfully 
applied to many mass production motor vehicles over the last twenty years.  BEAN 
(Body Electronics Area Network) has been adopted as a proprietary protocol used 
specifically in Toyota.  Their successful application has been due to their ability to 
deliver low system cost, lower weight through reduced wiring loom size, increased 
reliability, maintainability and sensor data sharing.  The fact that such protocols have 
been open-standard is one of the over-riding causes of their lower cost, since 
suppliers to the automotive OEMs (both systems and semiconductors) can quickly 
and economically access the technology and supply different OEMs with similar 
products.  Although these open network protocols existed, suppliers had to adapt to 
whatever protocol was used by their suppliers.  This was costly in terms of tools, 
expertise and software maintenance. 
 
2.2.1. Controller Area Network Based Technologies 
CAN was developed by Robert Bosch GmbH in the 1990s (CAN Specification 
Version 2.0; 1991).  Of the currently available open standard network protocols, 
CAN has become the most prominent across the world’s automotive industry and is 
the de-facto standard adopted by most automotive manufacturers.  The probable 
reasons for the significant adoption have been its huge support from major 
semiconductor manufacturers, tool suppliers and automotive OEMs.  Now, nearly all 
automotive OEMs worldwide have products available with CAN or are intending to 
develop with CAN in the near future.  The Controller Area Network is standardised 
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under ISO-11898, which itself is split into four parts.  The main features of CAN are 
summarised as:- 
• Event based communication 
• Standard CAN (11 bit identifiers) and Extended CAN (29 bit identifiers 
introduced for the US truck and bus industry in SAE J1939) 
• Bus access is Carrier Sense Multiple Access Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) 
with Non-Destructive Bitwise Arbitration (NDBA), the lowest value identifier 
has highest priority for bus access 
• Retransmission of messages that lose arbitration 
• Silicon available from most semiconductor manufacturers 
 
There are at least four physical layers available to suit different applications: 
CAN High Speed up to 1Mbaud (ISO-11898), Low Speed or Fault Tolerant CAN at 
up to 125Kbaud (ISO-11519-2), truck and bus protocol up to 250Kbaud (ISO-11992 
Part 1), and Single Wire CAN up to 33.3Kbaud. 
The CAN protocol specifies the method by which data is passed between 
communicating devices on a CAN bus. It conforms to the ISO Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) model (ISO7498), which is a seven-layer description of a 
telecommunications network standard.  The OSI model describes a layered system of 
communication between two network nodes, whereby in theory each layer can only 
communicate with the layers directly above and below it in the local node, and only 
with the equivalent layer in a remote node.  In fact, the CAN protocol can be 
described by the lowest two layers of the OSI model – the Data Link Layer and the 
Physical Layer (layers 2 and 1 respectively). The Application Layer (layer 7) 
protocols can be proprietary schemes developed by individual CAN users or one of 
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the emerging standards used within particular industries.  In the automotive industry 
most manufacturers use their own proprietary standard. 
CAN was originally designed for the automotive industry, but it has many 
applications elsewhere.  Amongst the first applications were in industrial automation 
type applications using the CAN higher layer protocols DeviceNet and CANopen.  
CANopen has been applied in more varied applications than DeviceNet.  CANopen 
has specialist profiles for industries such as lifts, marine controls and railways 
controls (Pfeiffer et al, 2003).  This has now allowed it to reach the aerospace 
industry since CANopen is used in the Airbus A380 for lift control between three 
floors of the aircraft and the runway (CAN Newsletter 3/2006_1).  DeviceNet is 
mostly limited to industrial automation applications such as those used in 
manufacturing lines. 
SAE J1939 is the CAN higher layer protocol for the bus, truck and off-
highway industries.  The passenger car market tends to use proprietary higher layer 
protocols within vehicle manufacturers with virtually no standardisation.  However, 
this was not possible with the truck industry.  Truck cabs are required to connect to a 
variety of trailers from different manufacturers and therefore standardisation was 
required.  SAE J1939 was specified for this purpose and the result is that certain 
CAN messages have a specific purpose, e.g. there is a CAN message for engine 
management information. 
CANaerospace is a protocol which was designed for the highly reliable 
communication of microcomputer-based systems in airborne applications via CAN.  
The purpose of the protocol is for applications requiring an efficient data flow and 
easy time-frame synchronisation within redundant systems.  The definition is kept 
widely open to allow implementation of user-defined message types and protocols.  It 
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has been applied commercially in applications such as the Airbus A380 and the 
Eurofighter. 
NMEA2000 is a protocol based upon the SAE J1939 standard from the 
National Marine Electronics Association (http://www.nmea.org) to interconnect 
various electronic units onboard ships and smaller recreational and commercial 
vessels.  The development of this standard began in 1994 and it was released in 2001.  
The standard currently operates at 250 Kbit/s. 
MILCAN is a specification for a CAN based protocol for military applications 
and borrows parts from CANopen and SAE J1939.  MILCAN has been used 
commercially by BAe Systems for the communication in an air-transportable 
armoured combat vehicle Terrier for the British Royal Engineers (CAN Newsletter 
3/2006_2).  MILCAN is used for operations such as drive-by-wire using a dual 
redundant bus and also a variety of functions such as power management. 
 
2.2.2. Local Interconnect Network (LIN) 
The LIN consortium was set up in 1999 to develop a new low cost bus for intelligent 
sensor and actuator applications not requiring the sophistication of CAN, referred to 
as the Local Interconnect Network.  Core members include Freescale, BMW, Volvo 
and DaimlerChrysler.  The LIN specification is currently at revision v2.1. 
Many body control functions are often simple digital on/off operations, such 
as activating lights, wipers and windows.  These are considered soft requirement real 
time systems that do not necessarily need the hard real time response that can be 
provided by CAN.  Therefore a lower performance, more economical technology can 
be used. 
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The LIN protocol development commenced in 1999 and was introduced in 
2000 (Wense; 2000).  It provides an open market alternative to the proposed TTP/A 
protocol (Kopetz; 1995) for low cost sub-bus systems to complement CAN in 
applications such as vehicle roof (rain sensor, light sensor, light control, sun roof), 
vehicle doors (mirror, central locking, mirror switch, window lift), engine (sensors, 
small motors, steering wheel, cruise control switches, wiper, turn signal, radio, 
climate control) and seat (seat position motors, seat heater, occupancy sensor). 
The main features of LIN are that it is UART based and uses a physical layer based 
on ISO-9141.  It is limited to 20Kbaud and allows transfer of up to 8 bytes of 
information at a time.  The application of LIN gives rise to the type of vehicle body 
control network architecture shown in Figure 12, which shows an example LIN sub-
bus for control of a car door electrical sub-system.  It can be seen that the main body 
control CAN network interfaces with the rest of the door system via a LIN-CAN Bus 
Gateway Unit.  A single LIN signal line is used to connect the LIN-CAN Bus 
Gateway Unit to the Smart Door Lock Unit, Smart Mirror Motor Unit and Smart 
Window Motor Unit. 
A deviation from the LIN consortium’s main LIN protocol is SAE J2602, 
which is a variant of LIN 2.0.  SAE J2602 is fixed to 10.4 Kbit/s to bring it in line 
with the legacy SAE J1850 protocol used by US automotive manufacturers. 
The aim of the LIN 2.0/2.1 protocol is to provide the ability to purchase 
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components, such as intelligent sensor and 
actuators, which are easily and rapidly integrated into an ECU with the use of LIN.  





Figure 12 : A typical use of a combination of the LIN sub-bus along with the CAN 
bus in the localised area of car door control. 
 
2.2.3. Emergence of High Speed Time Triggered Automotive Control Networks 
CAN and LIN technologies enjoy widespread adoption in most vehicles that are 
currently manufactured.  However there has been the emergence of a number of 
network technologies to address the needs of future high speed automotive control 
networking which tend to be generically referred to as “time triggered”.  In general 
these requirements are to deliver higher bandwidth, determinism and failsafe features.  
Higher bandwidth provides the ability to transfer more data across the network and 
therefore a number of lower speed networks such as CAN have the possibility to be 
replaced by a single higher speed network.  Determinism is achieved by rigid 
scheduling techniques which are generically referred to as “time triggered” in the 
automotive industry and provide the ability to precisely know when a message is late 
and synchronise applications over the network.  Failsafe features provide support 
such as backup network channels to provide alternative data routes and bus guardians 
to prevent babbling idiot failures.  Over recent years there have been five main 
technologies that have emerged as the main contenders for applications beyond the 
capabilities of CAN, although only one of them currently looks likely to become the 
CAN Bus 
LIN Sub-Bus LIN-CAN Bus 
Gateway Unit 









de-facto standard.  These are Time Triggered CAN (TTCAN), TTP/C, Byteflight and 
FlexRay.  The main protocol features are compared in Table 3. 
 
 Bandwidth Scheduling Failsafe Features 
TTCAN 1Mbit/s TDMA None 
TTP/C 25Mbit/s 
Unlimited (in theory) 
TDMA Dual channel 
Bus Guardian 
Byteflight 10Mbit/s Mini-slotting None 




Table 3: Top level comparison of automotive time triggered protocol candidates 
 
 The main feature that is common with the emerging network technologies is 
that their scheduling mechanism is known as “time triggered”.  There are two main 
time triggered scheduling methodologies that are used; Time Division Media Access 
(TDMA) and mini-slotting. 
 TDMA is a scheduling method in which a specific window of time 
(sometimes referred to as a slot) is reserved exclusively for the transmission of one 
particular message from a particular ECU.  The communication schedule is usually 
represented as a time triggered matrix with a number of columns representing each of 
the windows and a number of rows representing each cycle of the matrix as shown in 
Figure 13.  In this example, the order of transmission starts at Cycle0, Window0 and 
moves across each row from left to right.  When the end of a cycle is reached, the 
communication moves down to the next row.  When all rows have been executed, the 




Cycle 0 Window0 Window1 Window2 Window3 
Cycle 1 Window0 Window1 Window2 Window3 
Cycle 2 Window0 Window1 Window2 Window3 
Cycle 3 Window0 Window1 Window2 Window3 
Figure 13 : Example TDMA time triggered matrix 
 
 
It should be noted that LIN can be considered in one way as a time triggered 
network because its schedule of communication is effectively a single row of a 
TDMA based communication matrix. 
 Mini-slotting is slightly different procedure in which each message that can be 
transmitted is exclusively assigned to a mini-slot.  A mini-slot is essentially a waiting 
time that is used to schedule messages.  The mini-slot is much shorter in time than 
would be required to transmit a full message.  The highest priority message is given 
the first mini-slot, the next the second mini-slot and so on.  The schedule works by 
waiting for each mini-slot to elapse and then moving onto the next in turn.  During a 
particular mini-slot can decide to transmit the associated message or not.  This way a 
dynamic schedule is the result by a kind of waiting time based arbitration method. 
The fourth part of the CAN standard ISO11898 is an extension to specify 
TTCAN which was to address the safety critical needs of first generation drive-by-
wire systems.  The main characteristic of TTCAN is that bus access is controlled via 
a TDMA like method using a regularly repeating cycle of time called the Basic Cycle. 
The Basic Cycle is divided into a fixed number of time windows (i.e. fixed at design 
time) which can be a mixture of any one of four types: Reference Message, Exclusive 
Window, Arbitration Window and Free Window.  The Reference Message signifies 
the start of the Basic Cycle.  CAN communication is initiated by the Reference 
Message.  The Exclusive Window is reserved for one particular CAN message only, 
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which can only be sent by one particular node.  In an Arbitration Window a number 
of nodes may attempt to transmit a message.  Therefore the nodes that may contend 
for bus access during the Arbitration Window may do so by the usual non-destructive 
bitwise arbitration method of the CAN protocol.  With normal CAN systems, nodes 
losing arbitration will attempt to retransmit the message that lost in the arbitration 
process.  This feature is disabled in TTCAN since a retransmission would upset the 
remainder of the operation of the Basic Cycle.  Most modern CAN controllers 
available commercially have the possibility to enable or disable the retransmission of 
a message after losing arbitration.  This means that TTCAN implementations are 
possible in future vehicles, especially as private TTCAN buses within specific sub-
systems that do not need to be interoperable with ECUs from other suppliers.  
However there are no known commercial applications of TTCAN that have been 
published.  A Free Window is reserved for future expansion of the TTCAN system.  
A methodology for the implementation of TTCAN that effectively doubled the usable 
bandwidth of CAN was described in one study (Pope et al; 2005) and is a key benefit 
from the use of the technology. 
TTP/C is a safety driven protocol originally developed at the University of 
Vienna by the research group of Professor Herman Kopetz and now commercially 
exploited by company TTTech (Kopetz et al; 1998).  It was an early candidate for the 
new generation of automotive networks to complement or replace CAN in safety-
based systems. 
 It uses a TDMA bus access scheme and the communication controllers 
currently available support 25 Mbit/s synchronous (using Ethernet-like wiring) and 5 
Mbit/s asynchronous (using twisted pair wiring) transmission.  Data frames can carry 
a payload of up to 240 bytes each. 
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There are currently no automotive production examples of TTP/C, however 
there have been some control system applications in production in other industries.  
Honeywell uses TTP for General Electric's F110 engine control system employed on 
the Lockheed Martin F-16 fighter aircraft.  In addition, TTP will be incorporated on 
the Honeywell F124 digital engine control system to be used by the M-346 fighter 
trainer aircraft made by Italian aircraft manufacturer Aermacchi.  Honeywell's APEX 
integrated cockpit using TTP has been selected as the standard avionics package for 
the GROB Ranger G 160 single-engine turboprop business aircraft, the EXTRA EA-
500 single-turboprop business aircraft, the IBIS Ae270 single-engine turboprop 
aircraft, and several other aeroplanes.  Nord-Micro has selected TTP as 
communication protocol for the Airbus A380 cabin pressure control system.  
Hamilton Sundstrand Corporation has selected a TTP-based data communication 
platform for use in electric and environmental control systems on the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner.  Alcatel uses TTP as field bus protocol for their railway signalling 
system ELEKTRA 2. Commercial production started in June 2002.  
Due to the rigidity of the TTP/C protocol and the requirement by the 
automotive industry for some flexible message arbitration facility, the TTP/C 
protocol has to date never reached automotive production.  Instead the car 
manufacturer BMW commenced work on the open Byteflight protocol which was 
finally implemented in the 2001 BMW 7 series (Byteflight Specification; Berwanger 
J et al; 2000).  It runs at 10Mbit/s over fibre optic cables using a mini-slotting 
message scheduling approach.  Byteflight was only implemented on the BMW 7 
Series.  Subsequent designs at BMW requiring a fast deterministic protocol have been 
set for the emerging FlexRay protocol. 
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FlexRay technology has been developed since 1999 as an alternative to 
TTP/C technology.  The main reason, as its name suggests, is the requirement for 
more flexibility than other candidate technologies.  The FlexRay consortium was 
launched in 2000 to develop the FlexRay specifications and market.  It consisted of 
core members BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Freescale (previously called Motorola), NXP 
(formally Philips Semiconductors), Robert Bosch and Elecktrobit.  The first draft of 
the FlexRay protocol was introduced in 2001 (Berwanger at al, 2001).  The aim of 
FlexRay is to complement CAN in higher bandwidth and integrity applications and is 
now at revision 2.1.  This particular revision was included in the 2006 model year 
BMW X5 chassis control system for a five node FlexRay network for adaptive drive 
(Berwanger et al, 2005).  It has also been used in the latest BMW 5- and 7-series 
vehicles.  The new Audi A8 will adopt some FlexRay and one Bentley model that is 
electrically based on the A8. 
FlexRay has established a significant advance on CAN technology by 
increasing bit rate, providing synchronisation between nodes so that a time triggered 
bus access methodology is achieved and providing a backup data channel for dual 
mode redundancy.  At the end of 2005, the FlexRay consortium announced the 
development of “FlexRay II” as a way of reducing the complexity and cost of a 
FlexRay implementation.  This differs to standard FlexRay by only having one 
channel and only using a single Master for time synchronisation.  There is potential 
that this cost-reduced version could replace CAN on further automotive applications.  
To date there is no further news of this development.  FlexRay is currently only 
adopted in a few high-end vehicles that were previously stated.  The world-wide 
economic problems of 2007 to 2009 have possibly slowed the adoption of FlexRay 
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with many companies focusing on their near term vehicle projects using CAN and 
LIN. 
 
2.2.4. Other Emerging Automotive Control Networks 
It has been described how modern vehicles now use a blend of CAN, LIN and even 
FlexRay on some of the higher-end vehicles for applications such as powertrain, 
chassis and body control.  MOST is the de-facto standard for infotainment systems.  
However there are a number of protocols that are starting to become applied to 
automotive control in the areas of sensor networks, diagnostics and high integrity 
networking. 
 Ethernet is a protocol standardised as IEEE 802.3 that has been used in office, 
consumer and industrial automation for many years.  Now there is a lot of interest in 
adopting Ethernet in the automotive industry.  The first area that needs Ethernet is in 
the area of garage diagnostics.  Modern vehicles have many ECUs that need re-
flashing with software updates during the regular service intervals.  The current 
standard diagnostic connection is via the SAE J1962 connector and CAN which has a 
maximum bit rate of 1 Mbit/s.  However each ECU flashed via CAN could take 
anything from one to several minutes to re-flash.  If many ECUs are required to be re-
flashed this can add up to a considerable amount time therefore there is a requirement 
for a faster network to reduce these times.  There is now automotive specification 
Ethernet silicon available for such applications (Jones, 2009). 
One of the recent innovations in time triggered technology is that of TT-
Ethernet (Kopetz et al, 2005) that is aimed at high speed safety critical networking 
and has the potential to do the same job as FlexRay in automotive control systems.  It 
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has a maximum data rate of 1Gbit/s.  It is currently being pushed across all real-time 
applications. 
The SENT protocol (Single Edge Nibble Transmission) is a low cost protocol 
that is standardised under SAE J2716 aimed at communications between sensors and 
ECUs.  The protocol has been primarily driven by the semiconductor manufacturer 
Infineon Technologies AG.  One of the motivations for the development of SENT is 
to provide a technology that is cheaper than LIN for single fast point to point 
communications between digital and analogue sensors and an ECU.  Therefore the 
network traffic is one way from sensor to ECU.  The SENT protocol currently tends 
to be implemented in software.  In a host ECU based on the Infineon Tricore 
microcontroller the protocol requires at least 10 Kbytes ROM and 7 Kbytes RAM.  
An extension of the SENT protocol is the Short PWM Code (SPC) protocol.  SPC is 
aimed at increasing the performance of the communication link, reducing system 
costs and also allowing bidirectional communication (Beaurenaut, 2009). 
The Safe-by-Wire Plus consortium was formed in February 2004 to create a 
single and open global standard of an automotive safety bus specifically to be used 
for occupant safety applications only (e.g. airbag deployment and seat belt restraint).  
The Safe-by-Wire Plus consortium released version 2.0 of the Automotive Safety 
Restraints Bus specification (ASRB 2.0) in 2004 and was based on the existing Safe-
by-Wire ASRB 1.0 specification, while incorporating some new concepts.  The 
consortium also plans to submit the ASRB 2.0 specification to the appropriate ISO 
working group for consideration as a global standard.  The consortium consists of 
leading automotive systems and component suppliers, including Analog Devices Inc, 
Autoliv, Delphi Corporation, Key Safety Systems, Philips, Special Devices, TRW 
Automotive, Bosch, Siemens VDO Automotive and Continental Temic.  Safe-by-
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Wire Plus has variable bus speeds of 20, 40, 80 or 160 kbps and has a similar nodal 
cost comparable to CAN.  The application of the Safe-by-Wire protocol is narrow 
and therefore is not suitable for general network service.  As a result, it will never 
replace general purpose automotive networks such as CAN (Boys, 2004). 
 Recently wireless networks have begun to be adopted for both inter- and 
intra-vehicle communications.  Inter-vehicle applications are concerned with 
telematic applications.  Intra-vehicle applications are potential competitor 
technologies for wired or fibre optic based network technologies.  Some intra-vehicle 
wireless applications are for sensor networks that cannot feasibly be wired such as 
Tyre Pressure Monitoring (TPS) in which wireless sensors are installed in the car 
wheels and transmit tyre pressure information wirelessly to a central ECU.  One of 
the key benefits of Wireless Automotive Sensor Networks (WASN) is that a wiring 
harness is highly complex, costly and heavy and the adoption of WASN has the 
potential to solve the problem.  However the big argument against their widespread 
adoption is whether they can deliver the same level of performance, reliability and 
safety offered by wired networks (ElBatt et al, 2006). 
 
2.2.5. Multimedia Automotive Networks 
One other automotive network domain is in the infotainment area rather than control 
systems domain.  The main requirement of this type of network is the ability to 
robustly transfer large amounts of information. 
Media Oriented Systems Transport (MOST) is a fast ring network which is 
now the de-facto standard for multimedia applications such as the integration of 
video, navigation and consumer electronics (e.g. mobile phone) equipments into the 
vehicle.  It tends to be used in higher end vehicles such as BMW, Jaguar, Aston 
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Martin, Audi etc.  The first version of this technology was referred to as MOST25 
which provides 23Mbaud bandwidth for data streaming over optical fibre.  Later the 
technology’s performance was increased with the introduction of MOST50.  
MOST50 doubles the bandwidth available from MOST25 and specifies support for 
both optical and electrical physical layers.  MOST50 applications in practice tend to 
use unshielded twisted pair electrical physical layers.  MOST150 was introduced in 
2007 and increased upon the functionality and performance of the other versions of 
MOST by integrating an Ethernet channel. 
 MOST is the de-facto standard for automotive infotainment systems.  
However there are alternatives.  D2B (Domestic Digital Bus) is a 12 Mbit/s which is 
run over optic fibres and used in some Mercedes vehicles for the audio systems.  
IDB-1394 is an international data networking standard for transmitting video, audio 
and other multimedia data over an in-vehicle network.  The IDB-1394 specification is 
a joint initiative of the 1394 Trade Association and the IDB Forum to develop an in-
vehicle network designed for high-speed multimedia applications.  Previously known 
as IDB-M, IDB-1394 is built on the IEEE-1394 technology, which has gained wide 
acceptance in consumer electronics.  The system architecture allows existing IEEE-
1394 consumer electronics devices to integrate with embedded automotive grade 
devices.  The system consists of an automotive grade plastic optical fibre network 
and a Consumer Convenience Port (CCP) interfaces and the ability to attach plug 
and-play portable devices.  Ethernet is another protocol suited to the infotainment 
type of application with BMW bringing an Ethernet-based video link to market for a 
park assist camera solution for the model year 2013 X5. 
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2.2.6. The Future of Automotive Control Networks 
In the previous sections it has been established that modern vehicle electrical 
architectures use a combination of CAN, LIN and FlexRay.  Different networks are 
used as each one has a different advantage and is more appropriate for certain 
applications.  In the next few years the adoption of in-vehicle networking technology 
is likely to be faster than the previous ten years.  Safe-by-Wire for airbag and seatbelt 
deployment is likely to grow in its use but more as a private network.  Many higher 
end vehicles use the MOST protocol for infotainment systems, however there is the 
possibility that this could be replaced by Ethernet in the future.  At the sensor 
integration level, the SENT protocol may enjoy some adoption but possibly as a point 
to point network rather than a bus such as LIN.  It is faster than LIN but is more 
memory hungry in its current implementation and therefore its adoption will probably 
be limited to sensors needing a faster data transfer compared to LIN.  There are a 
number of other developments concerning in-vehicle networking technology which 
are outlined in this section. 
 
The Controller Area Network 
The CAN protocol is evolving further to enhance its performance.  In ISO11898 part 
4 the TTCAN protocol was standardised (ISO11898:4-2004) but has seen no reported 
commercial uptake.  One perceived drawback of time triggered protocols is that the 
message transmission schedule is fixed at design time and this is not flexible enough 
for some applications.  There is a technological gap between CAN and the FlexRay 
protocols and the migration costs from CAN to FlexRay are significant.  For these 
reasons the owners of the CAN protocol intellectual property, Robert Bosch GmbH, 
have recently initiated a protocol enhancement referred to as CAN with Flexible 
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Data-Rate (CAN-FD) (Robert Bosch GmbH, 2011).  CAN-FD is based on the CAN 
protocol as specified in ISO 11898-1 and continues to use the CAN bus arbitration 
method.  However it increases the effective bandwidth of the protocol by switching to 
a shorter bit time after the end of the arbitration field (with a bit rate of 8Mbit/s) and 
returns to the longer bit time at the CRC Delimiter, which is importantly before the  
CAN receivers send their acknowledge bits.  In addition to the bit rate switching, the 
data field will be extended from 8 bytes to 64 bytes.  The development of CAN-FD is 
aimed to be implemented as an additional mode to the standard 11898 CAN for 
applications such as switching to a fast software download during service or end of 
line.  Since it will be implemented as an additional mode the costs are expected to be 
in the region of CAN since it will be integrated in the same silicon and use the same 
physical layer. 
The introduction of the CAN-FD technology is expected to happen in one of 
two ways.  In the first of these it is possible that the UDS diagnostic protocol is used 
to turn off the communications of all non-CAN-FD nodes and therefore remain in 
standby whilst a CAN-FD node is switched to the CAN-FD mode for fast software 
download.  In the second of these an entire CAN-FD compliant network could be 
implemented.  Although traditional CAN transceivers can be used, it is also possible 
that CAN-FD type transceivers may be used to provide signals to switch to the higher 
bit-rate.  At the time of writing this protocol is in its infancy and therefore its 
standardisation process is subject to specification changes.  Other activities to be 
carried out is to find OEMs for first applications, stimulate interest from 
semiconductor manufacturers to include the additional features in their products, get 
development tool suppliers to support CAN-FD, initiate ISO standardisation and 
ensure that full support is included in future releases of AUTOSAR.  The net effect of 
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the implementation of CAN-FD is that the effective bit rate is much higher than CAN 
as defined in ISO11898-1 (e.g. ~3Mbit/s).  An example of this is shown in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 : A plot of bit rate of the data field versus the average bit rate across the 




The FlexRay consortium at the time of writing has effectively ended its work with the 
release of protocol specification package v3.0.1 and the protocol is now undergoing 
ISO standardisation.  The adoption of FlexRay technology has barely started with 
only a few vehicles from BMW and Audi reaching series production. 
FlexRay v3.0.1 has a choice of architectures and synchronisation methods.  In 
terms of the synchronisation methods there is TT-D (this has two or more coldstart 
nodes resulting in increased fault tolerance), TT-L (this has only one coldstart node 
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terms of FlexRay architectures the possibilities are from a single linear bus through to 
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babbling idiot failure.  The trend for the use of FlexRay in high-end automobiles was 
created by its deployment in series production by BMW and Audi.  After the 
establishment of FlexRay in the small but very demanding sector of premium cars, its 
wider use in further automobile models is only a matter of time.  There is no 
requirement to implement both channels A and B of the FlexRay protocol.  The 2006 
model year BMW X5 only implemented channel A for the very first commercial 
production application of FlexRay.  Therefore there is the opportunity that in the 
future semiconductor providers might provide a “Lighter” version of FlexRay using 
one channel only reducing the cost of the silicon. 
 
Ethernet in Vehicles 
FlexRay is the established bus system for vehicles requiring bandwidth up to 10 
MBit/s.  Bandwidth requirements will, however, continue to rise.  Driver assistance 
systems that include a camera theoretically require bandwidths of tens of MBit/s. 
This exceeds the capacity of FlexRay solutions.  For higher requirements, Ethernet is 
a solution as it supports 100 MBit/s data transmission and higher. 
By 2015, BMW will start using Ethernet in the area of driver assistance, 
where video cameras will be connected to a central control unit (Plankensteiner, 
2011).  In general, the typical applications for Ethernet are those where large amounts 
of data are processed. An example of this is a passive safety system such as Lane 
Departure Warning.  A future step would be to use Ethernet in an active safety 
system such as Active Brake Assist. 
 TT-Ethernet brings together the fast bandwidth of Ethernet with the time 
triggered principles of FlexRay.  Therefore TT-Ethernet could provide the 
determinism of FlexRay but with bit rates of at least 100Mbit/s.  It would be ideal for 
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applications such as camera and vehicle backbone applications.  There are currently 
no publicised plans to adopt TT-Ethernet in the automotive industry however there 
are several research projects underway with the Austrian company promoting the 
technology, TTTech GmbH. 
 
Mesh Networking and Smart Grids 
Mesh networking is a type of networking where each node must not only capture and 
disseminate its own data, but also serve as a relay for other sensor nodes.  Therefore 
it must collaborate to propagate the data in the network like a router.  This approach 
tends to be used in wireless sensor networks.  Zigbee is perhaps the most well known 
of the wireless mesh sensor networking technologies. 
ZigBee is a high level communication protocol using small, low-power digital 
radios based on the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard for Low-Rate Wireless Personal 
Area Networks (LR-WPANs).  Typical commercial applications include wireless 
light switches with lamps, electrical meters with in-home-displays, consumer 
electronics equipment via short-range radio needing low rates of data transfer.  
Recently (SAE 2011) the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in the USA and the 
ZigBee Alliance have teamed up to make ZigBee Smart Energy the preferred 
technology for plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) and enabling essential vehicle-to-grid 
communication and power capabilities.  According to the SAE, ZigBee Smart Energy 
is the market-leading home area network and advanced metering infrastructure 
standard for the smart grid.  The aim is to use ZigBee Smart Energy to define how 
PEVs and the grid interact, whether at the consumer's home or at a remote location.  
Ultimately, the initiative will provide future PEV drivers with the real-time 
information needed to control their transportation energy use.  It will also help them 
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manage their charging costs and receive utility incentives for participating in PEV 
programs.  Adding ZigBee Smart Energy to PEVs will give car manufacturers and 
utility companies a common language to manage the charging, storage, and use of 
energy in PEVs.  Work between the groups is under way, with completion targeted 
for next year when ZigBee Smart Energy version 2.0 is scheduled for completion in 
2012.  SAE joins ZigBee Smart Energy development efforts led by some of the 
largest utilities, suppliers, and technology companies in the world.  
A possible application of this technology is as a Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network 
(VANET).  This is a wireless mesh technology that uses moving cars as nodes in a 
network to create a mobile network. VANET turns every participating car into a 
wireless router or node, allowing cars approximately 100 to 300 metres apart to 
connect and by mesh networking create a network with a wide range. 
 The use of a common and open standard such as ZigBee for communicating 
energy management information can be used to optimise the control of hybrid and 
electric powertrains by estimating journey parameters using techniques introduced in 
previous studies (Quigley, 2011).  Such journey parameters could include journey 
energy requirement, location of origin and destination, energy that can be recovered 
using regenerative braking, distance and duration.  This information can be used to 
optimise the hybrid or electric powertrain so that electrical power sources are used in 
preference to fossil fuel powered sources and also used to provide information to 
utility companies to allow them to provide energy supplied at locations required, 
ideally using renewable energy sources. 
 Figure 15 shows a possible future in-vehicle network architecture comprising 
of multiple networks and network technologies.  In this projection of a future 
architecture there is much use of current technologies such as CAN, LIN and 
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FlexRay.  However there are many new technologies.  Ethernet is used in many areas 
such as for camera communications, replacing MOST in infotainment and as a back-
bone technology.  CAN could remain strong due to its extension of capabilities and 
speed with the future development of CAN-FD.  Also FlexRay is very complicated 
when compared to CAN and therefore this may hold back the widespread adoption of 
FlexRay.  SENT may be part of a private network such as sensors to the EMS.  Safe-
by-Wire may be the de-facto standard for a private airbag and seat restraint system.  
Zigbee may be used for vehicle to grid communications. 
 
 
Figure 15 : Possible in-vehicle network architecture of the future comprising multiple 
networks and network technologies (Adapted from Plankensteiner, 2011). 
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there would not be as much a change as FlexRay or Ethernet.  FlexRay is most likely 
to become the high speed integrity network but it is a difficult technology to deal with 
and maybe due to this and the implied costs the CAN-FD protocol could challenge 
the technology in the powertrain and chassis domain. 
 
2.3. Adoption of Control Networks in Other Vehicle Applications 
The applications discussed in the previous sections are mainly concerned and driven 
by the mainstream passenger vehicle industry.  However, there are other ground-
based vehicle applications that follow the electronic system technology trend of the 
passenger vehicle industry to some degree. 
The truck and bus industry uses all classes of automotive electronic control 
system.  However, this industry is very different from the mainstream automotive 
industry in that its adoption of electronics control applications occurs over a much 
longer timeframe.  Its applications mainly involve engine control and body control.  
In the case of the truck industry, the electronic control is involved with the integration 
of systems between truck and trailer.  The challenge for designers is that a truck (or 
cab) may be connected to numerous different types of trailer during its lifecycle.  
Typical applications include diesel engine management, body control and distribution 
of telematic information.  Companies producing trucks and buses include Leyland 
Trucks, Paccar, Alexander Dennis, Volvo and Mercedes Benz.  A study by Axelsson 
et al (Axelsson et al, 2003) compared in-vehicle network integration technologies 
between the different products under the Volvo brand.  It was noted that there is 
potential for the same in-vehicle networking technologies that are used in Volvo Cars 
to also be used in Volvo Trucks. 
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Off-highway is involved with agricultural and construction equipment.  Its 
timeline for the adoption of vehicle electronics is similar to the truck and bus industry 
and significantly lags the automotive passenger vehicle market.  As with the truck 
and bus sector, a study by Axelsson et al (Axelsson et al, 2003) compared in-vehicle 
network integration between the different products under the Volvo brand.  It was 
noted that there is potential for the same in-vehicle networking technologies that are 
used in Volvo Cars to also be used in Volvo Construction, with the exception of 
infotainment systems. 
Motorcycles and scooters have typically had very simple electrical systems.  
However, the industry does tend to follow the passenger car industry in its electronics 
mainly because of common suppliers, but at a very delayed pace.  Most motorcycles 
currently only have sophisticated electronic ignition systems; many now have simple 
engine management systems and ABS is also becoming common.  The rarer and 
more advanced examples implement systems such as airbags for safety, navigation 
systems, drive-by-wire and even electric / hybrid powertrain control.  Audino et al 
2007 describe the trends and adoption of electronic systems in modern motorcycles 
and scooters. 
The marine industry does share some technology with the land based vehicles 
in the engine bay.  Some of the suppliers also provide engines to off-
highway/bus/truck type applications.  Controls in the marine industry are concerned 
with engine and directional control, but also the sharing of navigation information.  
Typical systems include radar, engine information, speed transducer. 
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2.4. Processes Used for Designing the Electrical Architecture of Distributed 
Automotive Control Systems 
The traditional V-model is the design model used in the development of a new 
vehicle and its components, including the vehicle’s electronics.  This approach to 
automotive electronic systems development is based on the Waterfall model (Royce, 
1970) and is also the model which is used for the entire vehicle design process.  
However it differs from the pure Waterfall model since the left side of the “V” is 
concerned with requirements captures and design, whilst the right side of the “V” is 
concerned with testing and validation.  Each phase of the left side directly maps onto 
a phase on the right side.  The V model often differs between different companies and 
their requirements. 
 The process is used for the development of mechanical components and 
systems, and also electrical systems.  There are a number of sub-processes that are 
used within this.  Within submission one those relevant to distributed control system 
electrical architecture design were discussed.  A number of areas were highlighted as 
areas needing further development.  This included how to map time triggered 
network messages to CAN and the emerging area of Object Oriented Design which is 
most evident in the data exchange formats provided in the AUTOSAR and ASAM 
working groups.   However the main areas of commercial interest concerning the 
NetGen product and directly related to network architecture design are discussed 
further in this chapter. 
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2.4.1. Design of Network Schedules and Dealing with the Multi-Supplier 
Problem 
The design of in-vehicle networked based systems has evolved over the last twenty 
years.  Early protocols such as SAE J1850, Seriplex, VAN and CAN were developed 
under a process in which the message transmission from ECUs was designed with 
little regard to the underlying bus technology characteristics.  For example in the case 
of CAN implementations, the protocol itself was relied upon to schedule the message 
transmission effectively.  For most of the 1990s, this type of process was followed by 
most vehicle manufacturers for the development of CAN-based systems.  It is still 
followed to some degree by many for CAN based systems even today.  However, it 
created a number of problems during systems integration such as Non-Deterministic 
message delays (especially lower priority ones) and bus loading limitations.  It is a 
well known feature of CSMA-CD (Carrier Sense, Multiple Access, Collision 
Detection) type networks, such as CAN, that they do not have guaranteed timing 
properties and only operate acceptably up to about 40% bus loading.  An excursion 
above this bus load tends to lead to great variability in the latency for lower priority 
messages and such messages can be starved of access to the network.  One solution 
adopted by many vehicle manufacturers is to partition the system over two or more 
CAN buses, using one for high speed applications such as powertrain or chassis and 
another for lower speed applications such as body control.  This approach has led to 
some vehicles having up to six CAN buses.  This resulted in greater cost through 
additional wiring, connectors, gateway ECUs and design effort for system 
partitioning. 
Another solution to the bus loading limitation and message latency problems 
of the Non-deterministic Approach was developed in Volvo (Tindell, 1994).  This 
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solution could determine the worst case message latency by assigning higher priority 
(or periodicity) signals to higher priority CAN messages.  Lower priority signals (or 
periodicity signals, such as those that are event triggered) are assigned to lower 
priority CAN messages.  The result of this approach was that the CAN bus was able 
to run at a higher loading, with the worst case latency of CAN messages known at 
design time and therefore design tradeoffs were able to be made to ensure acceptable 
latency.  As it maximises the use of the CAN bandwidth it can be a way of reducing 
the cost of the bill of materials of the CAN system. 
This is a Pseudo-deterministic Approach since the determinism is defined as a 
worst case latency and is the process that has been implemented in the Volcano tools 
(Rajnak and Ramnefors; 2002).  The key principles of this CAN design process are 
based on a publisher-subscriber model (Navet et al; 2005).  This methodology 
improves the procedure of traditional CAN bus development process using a Non-
deterministic Approach, since it allows the OEM to deal much better with multiple 
system suppliers.  Introduction of new ECUs late in development or as an upgrade is 
straightforward according to Rajnak and Ramnefors.  The only change necessary is 
for the communication configuration data to be re-flashed with the new network 
configuration.  This therefore helps to reduce the cost of the ECU integration process 
but does often require high priced design tools. 
 The Pseudo-deterministic Approach for CAN and work by Kopetz on the 
Time Triggered Protocol (TTP) (Kopetz and Thurner, 1998) has led the way to the 
improved Deterministic Approach to design for time triggered protocols.  Time 
triggered protocols use scheduling methodologies such as the aforementioned TDMA 
and mini-slotting approaches.  Time triggered protocols are deterministic in their 
nature and their associated design process deals with the system integration issues 
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much better as they allow the designer to easily conceptualise the communications 
timing and map signals and messages across different buses.  They are also good for 
dealing with the problem of multiple suppliers in the same way as the Pseudo-
deterministic Approach. 
When the systems from the suppliers and the OEMs are integrated together, 
the final result is the cycle of the communications matrix with no collisions or 
surprises caused by latency problems.  The Deterministic Approach used in time 
triggered protocols result in the potential for high bus utilisation in a similar way as 
does the Pseudo-Deterministic Approach therefore potentially reducing the number 
of networks required. 
 One problem that was highlighted in submission one is that all three of these 
approaches are currently being used within the automotive industry simultaneously.  
Modern vehicles control systems have architectures which are a combination of 
CAN, LIN and FlexRay and therefore to seamlessly deal with the mapping of data 
across these networks is a process that is not currently clear and could be the subject 
of research.  However due to commercial considerations, research in this area was not 
considered as the highest priority. 
 
2.4.2. Designing an Automotive Electrical Architecture to a Target Cost 
Automotive electrical architecture design is a “black-art” that is carried out with 
consideration of many different factors such as wiring harness cost, weight, 
reliability, safety, EMC and complexity.  One of the challenges of the architecture 
designer is how to partition the system so that it satisfies the functional design 
requirements but at the same time pays considerations to each of the design factors.  
Therefore it is a significant optimisation problem.  A larger vehicle manufacturer 
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often can dictate to its suppliers about the design of the systems they provide and 
therefore the potential for optimisation is great.  Smaller vehicle manufacturers tend 
not to have this relationship with their suppliers and will usually have to take systems 
off-the-shelf, only with scope for minor tailoring.  Therefore the potential for 
optimisation is much less. 
A large amount of product design requires that a component or system be 
designed to a target.  Design for assembly and manufacture is a process, as its name 
suggests, focuses on ensuring that a component or system can be manufactured and 
assembled easily.  Design to cost is a generic term that describes a process that 
engineers participate in to ensure that the component or system that they are 
designing meets a cost target. 
 The wiring harness is one of the most expensive components in a modern 
vehicle after the engine.  In-vehicle networking technology was originally adopted to 
reduce weight and cost, and to increase electrical system reliability.  Weight and cost 
were reduced by the removal of duplicate sensors and reduction of the number of 
wires and connectors.  The design to cost process of the electrical architecture is one 
that is unclear due to the system complexity.  This is also something that has been 
covered very little in published literature, possibly due to the commercially 
confidential nature of the subject.  It is also a process that tends to mean a different 
thing to different commercial organisations. 
One study (McLaughlin, 1993) investigated the advantages of using CAN as 
an alternative to hardwired ECU integration.  Numerous advantages were found, 
including the potential to reduce the cost of the vehicle electrical architecture.  The 
potential for cost reduction was found by developing a costing model based on 
interviews with a number of engineers involved with this costing process in a UK 
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based vehicle manufacturer.  This model was comprised of two equations and showed 
that there were potential savings from the adoption of CAN when compared to hard 
wired integration.  The first equation considered the additional costs required to 
integrate CAN into existing ECUs on the vehicle, based on the bill of materials and 
labour involved.  The second equation was for the cost reduction from the removal of 
copper signal wires which were originally hardwired but now connected by the CAN 
bus.  The combination of both equations gave the net saving to be gained from the 
implementation of CAN within the electrical architecture of a typical luxury vehicle 
manufactured in the early 1990s. 
The implementation of FlexRay for chassis control in a production BMW was 
described by Berwanger et al in 2005.  Although the nodal costs of FlexRay are 
higher, an interesting reason for choosing FlexRay stated by Berwanger et al is that it 
can reduce system costs when compared to a CAN implementation.  This is counter-
intuitive when nodal costing is considered.  However, it is argued that cost savings 
can be enjoyed by replacing several CAN buses.  This in turn reduces wiring, 
connectors, gateway ECUs and all of this reduces system partitioning effort.  In a 
presentation at the FlexRay Product Day in December 2005, Berwanger et al stated 
that reducing the number of CAN sub-buses, cables and redundant sensors meant 
that, holistically, the implementation of FlexRay is roughly the same as for CAN.  
They also estimate that integration of the FlexRay controller into the microcontroller 
and using a lower cost transceiver will save approximately three and one Euros 
respectively per ECU.  However, no real data has been presented to support these 
arguments and also it is not clear whether this considers the impact of adopting a new 
and sophisticated technology such as FlexRay. 
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Of all the published literature, all but one failed to provide the ability to 
quickly assess candidate architectures on simple amounts of information.  The 
McLaughlin study differed from this and came up with coarse models for assessment 
of IVN systems (CAN in this case).  However these were not validated and failed to 
assess the effect of the embedded software on the architecture cost. 
 
 
2.5. Which Network Technology is the Most Cost Effective? 
Figure 16 shows a comparison between the relative nodal costs of protocol 
implementation versus its bandwidth for the main automotive relevant protocols.  
This figure is based on Figure 1 of LIN specification package Revision 1.2 page 2, 
but has been updated based on other information already presented in this report to 
include the current and emerging protocols in the automotive industry in terms of 
network technology costs.  Since CAN is the de-facto automotive standard, CAN is 
used as the relative cost of unity and is therefore the reference protocol in the figure. 
A LIN node is expected to be cheaper to implement than CAN as a result of a 
number of cost saving features of the protocol such as the use of a single wire for the 
transmission of data (instead of the twisted pair used for CAN), the ability that LIN 
slave devices can use cheaper RC oscillators (instead of crystal oscillators that are a 
necessity for all interoperable CAN devices) and the physical layer is simpler and 
therefore cheaper in its standard form.  The SENT protocol is a unidirectional point to 
point technology that is slightly faster than LIN (28 KHz) but also reported to be 




























Figure 16: Current and emerging communications technologies versus price versus 
bandwidth (based on Figure 1 of LIN specification package Revision 1.2 page 2) 
 
 TTCAN has been assumed to be similar pricing to CAN since it uses the same 
silicon.  FlexRay in its current revision v2.1, is expected to be significantly more 
expensive than CAN, mainly due to a greater RAM requirement in the FlexRay 
controller.  There is a spread in the cost domain for FlexRay due to the variety of 
network architectures that could be used, for example bus and star configurations are 
possible.  Some configurations are lower cost, whilst others are of higher cost.  There 
is contradictory information in the literature concerning FlexRay being a higher cost 
protocol.  In the year 2006, the BMW X5 became the first production car to 
implement FlexRay within its chassis control system.  Although the nodal costs of 
FlexRay are higher, an interesting reason for choosing FlexRay is that it can replace 


























partitioning effort (Berwanger et al; 2005).  TTP/C has been implemented on faster 
systems than FlexRay and is slightly more expensive. 
It should be noted that Figure 16 does not capture the holistic costs and misses 
a lot of key information.  It does not show data throughput for each network 
technology which does tend to be but does not necessarily have to be directly related 
to bit rate.  The received wisdom that LIN is the low cost technology, CAN is the 
medium cost technology and FlexRay is an expensive technology is too much of a 
simplification.  The general trend is that the higher the bandwidth, the higher the cost 
of nodal implementation.  In practice many other factors must be considered such as 
cost of training employees and buying tools, the architecture employed itself and 
warranty costs. 
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3. CAR DOOR SYSTEM LIN BASED HARNESS – CASE STUDY 
 
3.1. Case Study Overview 
This case study was reported in submission two and was an exploratory study carried 
out for a customer who is a wiring harness manufacturer.  The report described a 
study that compared the cost of a hardwired electrical architecture and a LIN bus 
based alternative.  The main objective of the study was to compare the two 
architectures in terms of the cost of the bill of materials and ascertain if they could be 
estimated from just signal and node information.  Estimation from signal and node 
information is important in the design of an automotive electrical architecture since 
this is likely to be the only information available at the very beginning of the design 
process.  During this beginning stage, electrical nodes are partitioned between 
hardwired and different network technologies.  The most mature version of NetGen at 
the time was that for LIN technology.  One of NetGen’s users is a wiring harness 
manufacturer with offices in the United Kingdom.  The wiring harness manufacturer 
had an interest in understanding how to compare hardwired and LIN bus based car 
door electrical architectures based on a target cost and therefore this became the 
subject of the study in submission two. 
 The study began with a review of published literature on the subject of 
automotive electrical architecture cost modelling, and design to cost processes.  
Although some interesting studies were found, generally there was very little 





Wire Cost Modelling 
The wiring harness manufacturer provided a dataset for the study that contained the 
cost of the bill of materials of a driver’s door wiring harness from a small passenger 
car that was manufactured in the United Kingdom.  This was analysed to produce 
wire cost models that could then be applied to the problem of designing a driver’s 
door electrical wiring harness.  The dataset contained data for intra-door wires only 
and also the associated component cost information such as for clips, terminals, 
grommets and connectors. 
A model for intra-door wire cost was developed based on a previous study 
(McLaughlin, 1993).  It was adapted to incorporate the real data from the wiring 
harness manufacturer.  The McLaughlin study simply had a single expression for the 
typical cost of a wire.  However in the study in submission two this was broken down 
into two parts; the copper wire and wire connector component costs.  This gave the 
following equation that was used for the estimation of typical intra-door wire cost: 
 
(BOM of Wire + Wire Component Cost Per Wire) x LABOUR  (1) 
Where 
BOM of Wire was taken from the analysis in submission two and had a mean 
value of 0.042 Euros and a standard deviation of 0.023 Euros 
Wire Component Cost Per Wire was shown in submission two to be 0.051 
Euros 
LABOUR was a cost factor as stated in the McLaughlin study to be 1.6 to 1.8 
(McLaughlin, 1993).  The wiring harness manufacturer involved in the case 




LABOUR Multiplier Mean Wire Cost (Euros) 
LABOUR Multiplier of 1.6 (0.042 + 0.051) x 1.6 = 0.14.88 
LABOUR Multiplier of 1.8 (0.042 + 0.051) x 1.6 = 0.1674 
Table 4: Mean wire cost by using equation (1) 
 
Table 4 shows that depending upon the LABOUR multiplier used, the mean 
cost of a wire varies between 0.1488 to 0.1674 Euros.  However, the wiring harness 
cost data for the driver’s door did have a spread in the cost of each wire which is 
represented by a standard deviation of 0.023 Euros.  This is shown in the two box 
plots for each LABOUR value in Figure 17.  No particular shape for the distribution 




































Investigation into Inter-Door Wire Cost 
The data provided by the wiring harness manufacturer contained the cost of the bill of 
materials for the wiring harness of a driver’s door.  Therefore it was possible to 
analyse this data and produce a cost model for intra-door wires. 
 However, the driver’s door is not a stand alone system and within the door 
electrical system the interactions between each of the doors should be considered, 
since these will be the longer signal wires and therefore their removal provides the 
most potential to benefit from the adoption of LIN.  If the entire door electrical 
system is to be considered then inter-door wire cost models will need to be taken into 
account.  Unfortunately such data was not provided by the wiring harness 
manufacturer and therefore some further investigation was required. 
It was discovered by analysing the wiring harness cost dataset that the mean 
length of the intra-door wires was slightly over one metre (1032mm) with a standard 
deviation of 393mm.  However due to the lack of data for inter-door wiring, the 
distribution of wire length and cost is therefore unknown.  There are also two types of 
inter-door signal wire that may exist.  According to the wiring harness manufacturer, 
inter-door wires that are used within a hardwired architecture are likely to be current 
carrying wires probably of 1.25mm gauge, whilst the inter-door wires added in the 
LIN bus architecture are likely to be 0.5mm gauge.  Therefore there is likely to be 
variability in the cost of inter-door wires due to the difference in wire gauge and also 
variation in inter-door wire length between the different doors.  Much variation in the 
length can be caused by routing of the harness through the chassis. 
To help ascertain the typical length of an inter-door wire for the door 
electrical system of a small passenger car, the wiring harness of a mark 4 Vauxhall 
Corsa VXR was measured.  It was measured as a complete harness unit with no 
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harness strip down to measure individual wires.  It was found that the inter-door wire 
length for this vehicle model was in the region of three metres. 
 Based on a typical length of three metres, it was determined that the bill of 
materials for a single inter-door network wire (0.50 gauge) is 0.051 (component 
costs) plus 0.12 (copper wire costs) which equals 0.17 Euros per inter-zone LIN bus 
wire.  As the LABOUR multiplier has been stated to be between 1.6 and 1.8, then the 
cost of an inter-door network wire within a manufactured wiring harness is in the 
range 0.27 to 0.31 Euros. 
 It has already been stated that inter-door large current carrying wires will tend 
to be of a heavier gauge such as 1.25 gauge.  Based on a typical length of three 
metres, it was determined that the bill of materials for a single current carrying inter-
door wire (1.25 gauge) is 0.051 (component costs) plus 0.25 (copper wire costs) 
which equals 0.30 Euros per wire.  If the stated LABOUR multiplier is between 1.6 
and 1.8, then the cost of an inter-door network wire within a manufactured wiring 
harness is in the range 0.48 to 0.54 Euros. 
 Therefore it can be seen there is potentially a lot of variation in inter-door 
wire cost caused by LABOUR factor, wire length and wire type. 
 
Application to Case Study 
The aim of the case study for the wiring harness manufacturer was to ascertain 
whether replacing hardwired integration with a LIN equivalent in a small French 
passenger car driver’s door would result in a reduction in the cost of the bill of 
materials.  The target to beat was twelve Euros.  The driver’s door wiring harness, 
which was originally a hardwired implementation, contained over fifty wires. 
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It quickly became clear that there would be negligible savings if only the driver door 
was considered and therefore in the first part of the analysis, the system functionality 
of the entire door electrical system was analysed in terms of its features perceived by 
the customer (e.g. electric windows).  These features were then decomposed into the 
nodes and signals of the electrical architecture.  Table 5 shows the functions 
contained within each of the passenger car doors. 
 
Passenger Door Driver’s Door 
• Passenger Switches 
• Electric Window 
• Electric Mirror  
• Electric Mirror Heater 
• Indicator 
• Central Locking 
• Puddle Lamp 
• Driver Controls for All Windows and 
Mirrors 
• Electric Window 
• Electric Mirror  
• Electric Mirror Heater 
• Indicator 
• Central Locking 
• Puddle Lamp 
Left Rear Door Right Rear Door 
• Passenger Switches 
• Electric Window 
• Central Locking 
• Puddle Lamp 
• Passenger Switches 
• Electric Window 
• Central Locking 
• Puddle Lamp 




Figure 18: Hardwired architecture 
 
 Figure 18 shows the topology of the hardwired electrical architecture for all 
four doors.  From Figure 18 it should be noted that puddle lamp switches have been 
assumed to be turned on/off via Door Switch, the Mirror signals include four motor 
control and one heater control, there are 23 inter-door signals, there are seven intra-
door signals in the driver’s door, whilst only two in the other doors. 
An alternative to the hardwired architecture based on LIN technology was 
proposed which replaced hardwired signals with alternatives LIN ones.  The topology 
is shown in Figure 19 but is not necessarily the lowest possible cost LIN topology for 
a door system with the aforementioned features.  However it is a reasonable 
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Figure 19: LIN Bus Based Architecture 
 
A signal substitution analysis was used to ascertain any potential savings in 
terms of the reduction in the number of and types of signal wires (e.g. inter- and 
intra-door wires).  Wires were split into two categories; intra-door wires for wires 
within a particular door and inter-door wires for wires between doors.  The signal 
substitution analysis is shown in Table 6.  From the table it can be seen that twenty 
inter-door wires have been removed but two intra-door wires have been added.  One 
other thing that can be seen from it is that with the driver’s door, five inter-door wires 
have been replaced with one LIN bus wire.  Therefore there is a saving of only four 
wires within the driver’s door which means that there is little benefit in analysing the 
driver’s door on its own.  There are more savings when the entire vehicle door 
systems are analysed, mainly due to the inter-door wire savings. 
Although twenty inter-door wires have been removed and two intra-door wires 
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materials basis.  The result of such a comparison will be dependent upon modelling 
the cost of both intra-door and inter-door wires and also the cost of adding LIN 
communication functionality to each of the LIN nodes. 
Inter-door Wire Type No. Intra-door Wire Type No. Inter-door Wire Type No. Intra-door Wire Type No.
Mirror Control 
(Passenger’s Door) - 5 
current carrying signal 
wires between Driver’s 
Door and Passenger Door
5
Window Control 
(Passenger’s Door) – 2 
current carrying signal 
wires between Driver’s 
Door and Passenger Door
3
3 signal wires from 
Driver’s Central Locking 
to Driver Switch Node 3
3 signal wires from 
Passenger’s Central 
Locking to Passenger 
Switch Node 3
Mirror Control (Driver’s 
Door) - 5 current carrying 
signal wires between 
Driver’s Door and 
Passenger Door
5 LIN Bus Wire 1
Rear Left Passenger Door 
Window Control – 2 
current carrying signal 
wires
3
Rear Left Passenger Door 
Central Locking – 3 signal 
wires
3
Rear Right Passenger Door 
Window Control – 2 
current carrying signal 
wires
3
Rear Left Passenger Door 
Central Locking – 3 signal 
wires
3
TOTALS 23 5 3 7
Net Savings (no. wires) Inter-door Intra-door
20 -2
Inter-door wires removed Intra-door wires removed Inter-door wires added Intra-door wires added
LIN Bus Wire 1
3
Central Locking – 3 signal 
wires between Driver’s 




Table 6 : The signal substitution between hardwired and LIN architectures. 
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The signal substitution analysis showed that for a move to the LIN based 
architecture, the main benefit appears to be from the removal of twenty inter-door 
wires, whilst two intra-door wires have been added.  To ascertain whether the LIN 
candidate architecture may be of lower cost that the hardwired original, equations that 
express the cost of each of the architectures must be determined and then set equal to 
each other.  The expression can then be used to ascertain what target LIN nodal cost 
must be achieved for the LIN candidate architecture to be at least the same cost as the 
hardwired original.  The information from the signal substation analysis was used to 
set up the following expression for evaluating when both architectures cost the same: 
 
23 CInter + 5 CIntra = 3 CInter + 7 CIntra + 6 CNode (2) 
 
Where 
 CInter is the cost of an inter-door wire 
 CIntra is the cost of an intra-door wire 
CNode is the add-on cost of integrating LIN communications to the node. 
 
Therefore to ascertain the target cost of a node for this particular example, it was 
required to see the nodal cost when both hardwired and LIN architectures cost the 
same.  This is done by rearranging the above equation for CNode calculation so it 
becomes: 
CNode = (20 CInter – 2 CIntra) / 6 (3) 
 
Equations (2) and (3) assumed that both inter-door and intra-door wires in both 
architectures is of the same gauge.  This is unlikely as it has already been determined 
that the inter-door wires in the hardwired architecture are likely to be current carrying 
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(e.g. 1.25 gauge), whilst in the LIN based architecture they will be LIN bus wires 
(e.g. 0.50 gauge).  Therefore the expression for calculating the target nodal cost 
becomes: 
 
CNode = (23 CInterCurrent – 3 CInterBus – 2 CIntra) / 6 (4) 
Where 
CInterCurrent is the cost of an inter-door current carrying wire as found in the 
hardwired architecture 
CInterBus is the cost of an inter-door LIN bus wire 
 CIntra is the cost of an intra-door wire 
CNode is the add-on cost of integrating LIN communications to the node. 
 
This expression can be rearranged for calculating the target nodal cost: 
 
CNode = (20 CInterCurrent – 3 CInterBus – 2 CIntra) / 6 (5) 
Where 
CInterCurrent is the cost of an inter-door current carrying wire as found in the 
hardwired architecture 
CInterBus is the cost of an inter-door LIN bus wire 
 CIntra is the cost of an intra-door wire 
CNode is the add-on cost of integrating LIN communications to the node. 
 
Of course one of the aims of this study was to ascertain whether architecture 
cost can be estimated from just node and signal information.  This would therefore 
not split signal wires into their different types but would simply assume that intra-
door and inter-door signals are of the same mean cost.  If equation (2) is rearranged 
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under the assumption of all signal wires being of the same cost (therefore the 
resultant difference between the two architectures was that there were eighteen signal 
wires removed), the following is obtained: 
 
CNode = 3 CWire (6) 
Where 
CWire is the cost of a wire in either architecture 
CNode is the add-on cost of integrating LIN communications to the node. 
 
So the result at this stage of the case study was that there were three different 
equations for calculating the target nodal cost of the LIN based architecture to make 
it at least the same cost as the hardwired architecture.  Each of the equations for the 
architecture cost comparison has different amounts of information.  Increasing the 
amount of information available ultimately requires further design efforts.  It is 
desirable to be able to make a reliable estimation with the least amount of 
information as possible.  The target nodal cost CNode equations were explored using a 
sensitivity analysis to help ascertain how each performed. 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The equations (3) (5) and (6) developed can combined with the wire cost model to 
calculate a target LIN nodal cost (CNode)that must be met for the LIN candidate 
architecture to be at least the same cost as the hardwired original.  Of course this 
implies that if a cost lower than the target is achieved, then the LIN candidate 
architecture will be of lower cost.  The signal substitution analysis showed that the 
architecture in this case study was not that sensitive to intra-door wire cost as the 
number of these wires only changed by two between the hardwired original and the 
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LIN candidate.  Also the wire model investigation showed that the cost of the intra-
door wires was very small.  However the move from hardwired to LIN architectures 
resulted in twenty inter-door wires being removed which were also shown to be of 
much greater length and cost.  Therefore the sensitivity to inter-door wire cost, LIN 
node cost and architecture cost was explored. 
 Figure 20 shows the sensitivity of the cost of both hardwired and LIN bus 
based architectures to inter-door wire and LIN node cost based in equation (3).  This 
is shown with intra-door wire cost set to its lower bound of 0.09 Euros.  It can be 
seen that as LIN node cost decreases then so does the cost of the architecture.  As the 
cost of inter-door wire decreases, this will lead to very challenging LIN node cost 
targets.  If for example it were assumed that the effect of intra-door wire cost was 
negligible and the mean inter-door wire cost from the hardwired architecture is 
considered (0.54 Euros at 1.8 LABOUR factor), then the target nodal cost would be 
around 1.65 Euros. 
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Sensitivity of Architecture Cost to Change in Inter-Door Wire 
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Figure 20: Sensitivity of both hardwired and LIN bus based architecture cost to both 
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Figure 21: Cost of both hardwired and LIN architectures 
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For the model described by equation (5), there were two types of inter-door wires 
(LIN bus and current carrying wires).  Therefore for sensitivity analysis, inter-door 
wire length was used so that both inter-door costs could be combined and displayed 
on a single graph.  Figure 21 shows the sensitivity of the cost of the two architectures 
to variation in length of the inter-door wires and CNode.  The hardwired architecture 
cost has been calculated using the cost of current carrying wires (1.25 gauge) which 
are almost twice the cost of the network inter-door wires.  The LIN architecture cost 
has been calculated using both inter-door wire types from equation (5).  By 
examining Figure 21 it can be seen that if a nodal cost of one Euro can be achieved 
then the LIN architecture cost will be lower for inter-door wire lengths of 1.5 metres.  
However it was previously established that the inter-door wire length of a typical 
small passenger car is around three metres and therefore using this measure, a nodal 
cost of around 1.9 Euros becomes the target.  An extension to this model added one 
power line for each LIN node.  This additional cost to the LIN architecture was offset 
by a reduction in CNode to 1.75 Euros per node. 
 Figure 22 shows the sensitivity analysis based on the model in equation (6) 
which only considers the number of nodes and signal wires.  It shows the relationship 
between CWire versus CNode and therefore can be used to ascertain the target nodal cost 
of a LIN node based on the mean cost of wires in the architecture. 
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Figure 22: Graph showing linear relationship of CWire versus CNode. 
 
 The estimation of inter-door wire cost was based on a mean length of three 
metres and resulted in a mean cost of 0.54 Euros.  Therefore from these values the 
maximum target nodal cost that would be estimated from the number of signals alone 
would be 1.61 Euros. 
 
Analysis of CNode Estimate’s Sensitivity to Changes in Level of Information 
The case study in submission two developed a number of different cost models that 
include different amounts of information.  The most simplistic model shown in 
equation (6) considered only the number of signals and nodes, whereas the more 
sophisticated model in equation (5) with additional extensions included information 
on wire gauge and power distribution.  Therefore a system designer would have the 
ability to choose the appropriate model dependent upon the level of information 
available to him at the time.  However the results obtained from each of the models 
did differ slightly.  The sensitivity analysis that was carried out, investigated how 
variations of the level of information changed the estimation of nodal cost with the 
aim to answer the question of what level of information is sufficient to carry out a 
comparison of the two architectures.  Table 7 compares each of the estimations made 
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(with the assumption that the mean inter-door wire length is three metres).  It can be 
seen that they are of a similar level and vary between 1.61 to 1.9 Euros.  At first 
glance this nodal cost would appear to be a very challenging target to add LIN 
capability to the electrical architecture nodes. 
Ultimately there was no way within the scope of this study of saying which 
level of information is best but it has been demonstrated that there is a difference in 
results between each level.  In general the more information that is made available to 
the designer, the better the accuracy of the estimation that is made.  Case 4, in which 
wire types are split into inter-door, intra-door and power distribution wires were also 
considered, is the highest level of information and will therefore most probably give 
the most realistic estimation of CNode.  The addition of power wires did result in a 
reduction of CNode (1.9 to 1.75 Euros) because this cost reduction was caused by 
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Table 7: Variation in target LIN nodal cost to increases in architecture information 
 
 
The result from this case study, means that an electrical architecture designer 
could state that the target nodal cost for the addition of LIN communication 
components is in the range of 1.61 to 1.9 Euros.  It appeared to be a very challenging 
target LIN nodal cost is required to ensure that the cost of bill of materials of the LIN 
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architecture is lower than the hardwired equivalent (i.e. between 1.61 Euros estimated 
with Case 1 up to 1.9 Euros estimated with Case 3). 
The results from the sensitivity analysis were inconclusive as to which level 
of information is the most appropriate.  However, at the beginning of an architecture 
design the more information that is available, the more accurate the estimations that 
will be made and therefore the more realistic the results from the comparison.  
Without having complete electrical architecture designs along with full cost 
information for both the hardwired architecture and the candidate LIN architecture, it 
is impossible to absolutely prove which methodology is best.  Therefore the 
comparisons obtained should only be considered for decision support. 
 
Conclusion of Case Study 
It was concluded that the cost of the electrical architecture in this particular case 
study was more dependent upon inter-door wire cost and add-on LIN 
communications cost.  This demonstrated that it is extremely important to study the 
cost of an entire system (in this case a door electrical system) rather than a single 
zone of an electrical architecture.  The most significant wire count savings from the 
adoption of LIN based integration were from inter-door wire reduction (i.e. in this 
case study, the inter-door wires which were replaced with a LIN bus). 
Using the number of signal wires with an appropriate wire cost model and the 
number of nodes is not a sufficient amount of information to make a reasonable 
comparison of cost of the two architectures.  Although the estimation made with only 
node and signal information in this case study gave a reasonable estimation, the better 
the understanding of inter-door wiring cost, the more there is the opportunity to use 
signal and node information to make a reasonable cost comparison.  Therefore 
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understanding the types of wire is also important, for example whether a wire is a low 
current signal wire or a large current carrying signal wire.  If this information is 
provided, then the methodology presented will be a useful tool for the development 
of a cost model that can be used for decision support.  It will therefore provide an 
insight into wiring harness cost in such a way that was not previously available. 
 
3.2. Case Study – Main Outcomes 
This work reported in this submission two and described in this chapter developed the 
preliminary design to cost process.  This can be summarised as a process for 
comparing a hardwired original electrical architecture with a LIN based alternative 
and ascertaining a cost target for adding LIN communications capability to electrical 
architecture nodes.  Key steps were: 
1. develop an appropriate wire model for the wire type (intra- and inter-zone in this 
case) 
2. ascertain the number of wires and types that are to be added or removed (i.e. by 
signal substitution analysis) 
3. analyse the sensitivity for estimating the target add-on nodal cost to be achieved 
for the LIN candidate to be the same price or lower than the hardwired original 
 
The methodology of the analysis presented focused on a comparison of the 
costs of the bill of materials of two different methods of electrical system integration, 
in this case hardwired and LIN based architectures.  It is important to note that it was 
not a methodology for cost estimation but a methodology for comparing two 
architectures.  Cost estimation itself would require the designers to go a lot further 
down the design process which could take many man months.  The main motivation 
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of the research presented was to establish a methodology with which candidate 
electrical architectures can be realistically compared on a cost basis at a very early 
stage of design.  Wire cost was investigated and this led to the identification of a 
target LIN node cost that should be met to help ensure that the LIN architecture will 
be of lower cost than the hardwired alternative.  Historical wire cost data was studied 
but there was no data available on the LIN nodal costing or some of the other costs 
that might affect the choice of architecture.  Therefore a number of areas of further 
work were recommended. 
The architecture cost comparison methodology presented did not take account 
of other costs such as non-recoverable software development costs associated with 
LIN, cross platform portability (which would amortise the costs across a number of 
platforms), vehicle assembly, warranty, weight savings (which will ultimately reduce 
costs for both the customer in terms of fuel consumption and the manufacturer in 
terms of CO2 based taxation).  Making a justification for the use of LIN over a 
hardwired architecture, based on the cost of bill of materials alone, appeared to be 
very challenging and as it resulted in very low target nodal costs.  Therefore there is 
motivation for research into the effects of other factors on both LIN and hardwired 
architectures. 
 
Use of Process 
A key point about the use of the process developed is it cannot be used to predict the 
cost of an alternative architecture based on a particular harness.  However it does 
have two other applications; estimation of target nodal cost or estimation of 
architecture cost difference. 
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 If the target nodal cost for adding LIN communications (CNode) is not known, 
the process can be used to estimate the target CNode that must be met for the LIN 
candidate architecture to be the same cost as the hardwired original.  This was the 
process followed for the mass vehicle wiring harness manufacturer case study that 
was described in submission two. 
It can also be used to estimate whether a move from hardwired integration to 
LIN would result in a cost reduction or increase.  This is the case if CNode is known, 
e.g. if legacy ECUs are already available and are to be used in a new architecture 
design.  Use of the wire model information and CNode values will give delta values 
from the architecture equations. 
 It was recommended that further work should include an investigation of how 
target nodal cost can be achieved and how it varies with changes in architecture and 
signal requirements.  The aim of this recommendation was to help ascertain whether 
the target nodal cost values obtained within this submission are realistic and 
achievable (e.g. 1.61 to 1.9 Euros).  It was stated that it would be interesting to 
understand the cost of FETs, relays, switches and the size of application software and 
how this affects the target cost of a network node.  This recommendation gave 
motivation to the work in submissions three and four since they helped uncover some 
of the cost implications of LIN communications and embedded software generally. 
Submission three investigated the relationship between microcontroller ROM 
and RAM capability and microcontroller unit cost.  Data from the semiconductor 
manufacturer Microchip for their PIC16 and PIC18 microcontroller families was 
investigated.  It was found that there was a relationship between cost and ROM/RAM 
capability with the implication being that an increase in the LIN communications 
requirements would result in an increase in the LIN communications embedded 
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software ROM and RAM requirements.  Therefore an increase in the LIN 
communications embedded software ROM and RAM requirements would result in 
increased microcontroller cost.  One other output from submission three was that it 
was discovered that there tends to be a linear relationship between the ROM and 
RAM capability across a microcontroller family.  This therefore provided the basis of 
a microcontroller capability assessment process for assessing how well it is suited for 
a particular piece of embedded software (e.g. in this case a LIN communications 
stack).  This is described further in chapter 5. 
The relationship between LIN communications requirements and LIN 
communications software stack ROM/RAM requirements, was explored further in 
submission four.  It was found that it was possible to estimate ROM/RAM 
requirements of the LIN communications stack from information such as number of 
nodes, signals, messages etc. using regression models.  The process for this is 






4. PROCESSES FOR ARCHITECTURE SELECTION 
This chapter formally describes the processes that were developed in submissions two 
and five which essentially help an automotive electrical architecture designer select 
an alternative architecture to a hardwired integrated based on LIN technology.  The 
first of these is a design to cost process which helps the designer by comparing a base 
and revised architecture and also estimates a target cost for the addition of LIN 
functionality to architecture nodes.  This is described in section 4.1 of this chapter.  
The second of these is a design to weight process which helps the designer by 
comparing a base and revised architecture and also estimates a target weight for the 
addition of LIN functionality to architecture nodes.  This is described in section 4.2 
of this chapter. 
 
4.1. Architecture Design to Cost Process 
A flow chart of the design to cost process is shown in Figure 23.  The process is 
summarised in the following paragraphs that describe each of its eight stages.  The 
aim of this process is to: 
1. Ascertain whether a LIN candidate architecture has the possibility of being lower 
cost than the hardwired original. 
2. If it is possible, what is the CNode (nodal cost) target that must be met for the LIN 
candidate to be the same cost as the hardwired original.  Therefore beating this 










Figure 23: Process for LIN architecture design to cost 
 
1) Select Hardwired Architecture 
The first stage is to select the hardwired architecture or part of the hardwired 
architecture that is to be replaced with a LIN alternative. 
 
Output from this stage: Hardwired architecture to be replaced. 
 
2) Develop Wire Cost Model 
The second stage is to develop a wire cost model from historical data so that the 
typical cost of a signal wire is available.  This signal wire model is then available for 
later hardwired and LIN architecture comparison.  The process used for signal wire 
model development is shown in Figure 24. 
1) Select Hardwired Architecture 
3) Propose LIN Alternative 
4) Signal Substitution Analysis 
2) Develop Wire Models From Data 
7) Estimate Target Node Cost for architecture at equivalence point 
Any more LIN  
Candidates? 
5) Extend Architecture Cost Equations 
No 8) Rank Target 
Nodal Costs of 
Candidates 
Yes 
6) Compare architecture cost and examine 
sensitivity to variations in wire cost 
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1. Obtain bill of materials for the wiring harness.  Ideally this should include names 
of the signals, signal wire lengths, wire gauge and cost per metre.  Also connector 
and terminal costs were available so that an estimation of these costs per signal 
wire could be made.  If as in submission two, the bill of materials is also not 
available for the base harness, an alternative from another representative vehicle 
can be used. 
2. Identify zones within the harness: Using a visual clustering method, identify 
functional zones within the harness or architecture.  In submission two, the zones 
were the doors within the automotive electrical system.  In submission five the 
zones were Front, Dash and Rear.  Signal wires between zones are referred to as 
inter-zone, whilst those inside a zone are referred to as intra-zone. 
3. Calculate mean inter-zone and intra-zone signal wire cost.  This is achieved by 
adding together the cost of all of the wires and dividing by the number of wires.  
This is carried out separately for Inter-Zone and Intra-Zone wires. Therefore two 
values are obtained; one for inter-zone wires, the other for intra-zone wires. 
4. Calculate mean harness component cost per wire.  This is achieved by adding up 
the cost of the components on a wire by wire basis to get the mean cost per wire.  
These are components such as connectors and terminals that will vary with a 




Figure 24: Process for Signal Wire Model Development 
 
5. Combine Wire and Components Cost with Non-Material Costs.  This is achieved 
by adding together the per-wire components and wire cost.  The result is then 
multiplied by a Non-Material Cost factor to give the typical signal wire cost of 
the system.  This is carried out for both inter-zone and intra-zone signal wires.  To 
form a signal wire model a Non-Material Cost factor is applied to the 
combination of the mean signal wire cost and the per-wire components.  The 
Non-Material Cost factor accounts for all non-material piece costs associated 
with the manufacture of the harness.  This includes items such as fixed business 
overheads, variable costs such as manufacturing labour, logistical costs and profit 
margin.  No data is available on the Non-Material Cost factor.  However, in a 
study by McLaughlin (McLaughlin, 1993), the costs of adopting CAN over 
hardwired integration for automotive control was explored.  During this study, 
1) Obtain bill of materials for wiring harness 
3) Calculate mean signal wire cost for inter-zone 
and intra-zone 
4) Calculate mean harness component cost per 
signal wire 
5) Combine wire and component costs with non-
material costs 
2) Identify zones within the harness 
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interviews with costing engineers at a major UK car manufacturer indicated that 
the magnitude of such a Non-Material Cost factor was in the region of 1.6 to 1.8.  
This was also confirmed by the wiring harness manufacturer who was the 
customer of the study in submission two.  The Non-Material Cost factor, the wire 
and component costs were combined to form a wire cost model as used in 
submission two and is restated here: 
Wire Cost = (Wire + Wire Component) x Non-Material Cost 
(7) 
 
Output from this stage: Wire cost model for each of the signal wire types. 
 
3) Propose LIN Architectures 
During this stage, one or more alternative architectures based on LIN are proposed.  
This is not a detailed architecture proposal but simply one outlining the signal and 
node assignment. 
 
Output from this stage: Signal and node based architecture candidates. 
 
4) Signal Substitution Analysis 
During signal substitution analysis, each of the LIN candidate architectures is 
compared with the hardwired one, signal by signal, and the hardwired signals that 
have been replaced by a LIN equivalent are outlined.  It also identifies which wires 
have been added to act as inputs/outputs to LIN nodes.  One output of this analysis 
shows the savings in terms of number of Inter-Zone wires (due to replacement with a 
LIN equivalent signal) compared with an addition of Intra-Zone wires (due to the 
addition of LIN node input/output signal wires).  The other output is a number of 
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coarse architecture equations for the hardwired architecture and each of the LIN 
candidates. 
 
Output from this stage:  
o Identification of the hardwired signals that have been substituted. 
o Coarse architecture equations for the hardwired architecture and each of the LIN 
candidates 
 
5) Extend Architecture Cost Equations 
The coarse architecture equations from the signal substitution analysis for hardwired 
and LIN candidates are extended at this stage to add any other components that are 
deemed to be necessary and of reasonable cost significance for each signal wire (e.g. 
relays or low-side drivers for switching lamps). 
 
Output from this stage: Extended architecture cost equations 
 
6) Compare architecture cost and examine sensitivity to variations in wire cost 
At this stage the sensitivity of the architecture cost to changes in wire cost (CWire) and 
the cost of adding LIN communications functionality to each of the architecture 
nodes (CNode) are explored. Variations in CWire, CNode and architecture cost are plotted 
on a diagram which visually shows how variations in the cost of wire affects the 
CNode target.  Typically the largest source of uncertainty and variation in both inter-
zone and intra-zone wire cost comes from the magnitude of Non-Material Cost 
factor.  Therefore this is varied to show the variation in wire cost. 
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Output from this stage: CWire/ CNode architecture cost sensitivity diagram. 
 
7) Estimate Target Node Cost for architectures at equivalence point 
At this stage, the signal wire cost models developed in (2) are applied to the 
equations developed in (5).  Each candidate LIN architecture is set equal to the 
hardwired architecture and the equation is solved to obtain the target nodal cost.  The 
target nodal cost is the target cost for adding components to each node to make it LIN 
capable and suitable for the target application. 
 
Output from this stage:  
o Estimated CNode target 
 
Stages (3) to (7) are repeated for each of the LIN candidate architectures. 
 
8) Rank Target Nodal Costs of Candidates 
This is a new part of the process not previously used in the previous submissions due 
to fact that there are a number of LIN candidates instead of just the one.  During this 
stage, the target nodal cost, (CNode), for each of the LIN candidate architectures are 
compared.  The architecture costs at the expected mean wire cost values are also 
compared.  The expected mean wire cost values are those around the most likely 
Non-Material Cost factor (e.g. 1.6 to 1.8). 
 
Output from this stage: Ranking of CNode target and architecture cost. 
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4.2. Architecture Design to Weight Process 
A design to harness weight process was developed for the case study in submission 
five by adapting the architecture design to cost process that was used in submission 
two.  Therefore the architecture design to cost process is shown in Figure 25.  The 
aim of this process is to: 
1. Ascertain whether a LIN candidate architecture has the possibility of being a 
lower weight than the hardwired original. 
2. If it is possible, what is the WNode (nodal weight) target that must be met for the 
LIN candidate to be the same weight as the hardwired original.  Therefore beating 
this WNode target will result in a lower weight architecture. 
 
The stages are: 
 
1) Select Hardwired Architecture 
The target harness whose architecture and weight is to be analysed is selected. 
 




Figure 25 : Process for design for harness weight  
 
2) Develop Wire Weight Models From Data 
This stage is based on the methodology used for signal wire cost model development.  
The type of information required is wire length and gauge.  With this information and 
the density of copper, the weight of wires in the architecture can be estimated.  The 
mean wire weight for inter-zone and intra-zone wires is calculated.  The wire weight 
models also require the weight of connectors and wire insulation to be estimated as 
these will also have a reasonable impact on the harness weight. 
A wire weight model is developed based on the weight of the wire, the weight 
of the insulation and the weight of the connector.  The weight of a connector can be 
Any more LIN  
Candidates? 
1) Select Hardwired Architecture 
3) Propose LIN Alternative 
2) Develop Wire Weight Models From Data 
7) Rank Target Nodal 
Weights of Candidates 
Yes 
4) Develop Weight Equation for Architecture 
6) Estimate Target Node Weight for architecture at equivalence point 
No 
5) Compare architecture weight and examine 
weight sensitivity to variations in wire weight 
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obtained from its manufacturer and will typically be a few grammes.  The wire 
insulation will have a proportional impact on the wire weight and is dependent upon 
the type of material, the wire cross-sectional area and thickness employed.  It can 
vary significantly for different wire types.  This results in the following model: 
 




Typical weight for the connectors of a wire is around five grammes.  The Insulation 
Factor can have very little impact on the wire weight but in some cases can be as 
much as 30%. 
 
Output from this stage: Wire weight model for each wire type. 
 
3) Propose LIN Alternative 
The LIN alternative architectures for analysis are proposed. 
 
Output from this stage: Candidate LIN architectures. 
 
4) Develop Weight Equation for Architecture 
Based on the signal substitution analysis of step 4 of the design to cost process in 
Figure 23, architecture weight equations are developed that use weight terms instead 
of cost terms. 
 
Output from this stage: Architecture weight equations. 
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5) Compare Architecture Weight and Examine Weight Sensitivity to Variations in 
Wire Weight 
WWire and WNode are used to test the architecture weight sensitivity to changes in wire 
weight.  A major source of this variation is from the unknown level of weight that 
will come from the wire insulation and therefore this is varied. 
 
Output from this stage: a WWire/ WNode architecture cost sensitivity diagram 
comparing the LIN and hardwired architectures. 
 
6) Estimate Target Node Weight for architecture at equivalence point 
At this stage the wire weight models developed earlier are applied to the architecture 
equations.  For each LIN candidate, it is set equal to the hardwired architecture 
weight and the equation is solved to obtain a target nodal weight WNode. 
 
Output from this stage: Estimated WNode target. 
 
7) Rank Target Nodal Weights of Candidates 
Each of the candidates are compared and ranked into the order of which is the most 
likely to provide a lower weight solution. 
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5. MICROCONTROLLER MEMORY CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT AND 
VARIANT SELECTION 
Chapter 4 described processes for designing a network architecture to a target cost 
and weight.  However other processes also were developed during the course of the 
research.  There were also processes that were concerned with the selection of the 
most appropriate microcontroller for a LIN application and therefore reducing nodal 
cost.  This chapter describes new processes that were developed during the work 
described in submissions three, four and five.  Firstly the key points from the research 
that was undertook in submissions three and four that led to the development of the 
processes are described in sections 5.1 and 5.2 of this chapter.  Secondly two 
processes are described that can be used for selection of microcontrollers for LIN 
applications, depending upon what type of company is carrying out the project and 
where they are in the automotive supply chain.  The processes will then help in the 
design of the ECU by the selection of a microcontroller that is most appropriate for 
the application and for an optimised cost.  In the case of LIN, an ECU is an electronic 
control unit in the traditional sense with PCB, connector and casing or some kind I/O 
block such as an intelligent sensor or actuator. 
 The first of these processes (see section 5.3 of this chapter) would be useful to 
a LIN communications stack supplier if they wish to ascertain how best to design for 
a particular microcontroller family, or a semiconductor manufacturer who wants to 
select the amount of memory required in certain microcontroller variants, or finally a 
vehicle manufacturer or first tier supplier who wants to select stack and 
microcontroller suppliers for their particular project. 
 The second of these processes (see section 5.4 of this chapter) is concerned 
with microcontroller variant selection.  It is assumed that the stack and 
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microcontroller suppliers have been selected but not the particular microcontroller 
variants.  The ROM and RAM requirements for the LIN software of each embedded 
node are estimated from the LIN bus characteristics to assist in microcontroller 
variant selection.  This allows the selection of the most appropriate microcontrollers 
and provides two key benefits.  Firstly but not specifying a microcontroller with 
surplus ROM or RAM, more competitive quotations to a customer can be made.  
Secondly, this reduces the risk of having to carry out expensive redesign work for a 
LIN node which is found not to have enough memory. 
 Motivation for this study was to understand nodal costing more fully due to 
the apparently very challenging CNode targets that resulted from the automotive door 
electrical architecture study in submission two.  Therefore there was an interest in 
finding out whether this challenging target was achievable.  Rather that providing an 
understanding of whether the challenging target was achievable, the work in 
submissions three, four and five provided processes to help ascertain this. 
 
5.1. ROM and RAM Capability Relationship within a Microcontroller 
Family 
In submission three the relationship between ROM and RAM capability of a 
microcontroller family and unit pricing was explored.  It was concluded that it was 
clear that both ROM and RAM did affect price but the relationship was not clear 
enough to be able to generate a generic model for price estimation as a function of 
ROM and RAM. 
Although it was found that it was not possible to model cost as a function of 
ROM and RAM, one important relationship was found to be inherent in three of the 
major LIN microcontroller families from two semiconductor manufacturers.  This 
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finding was the relationship between the ROM and RAM capability of a 
microcontroller family which was found to be linear across the family.  Figure 26, 
Figure 27 and Figure 28 are taken from submission three and show scatter plots of 
ROM versus RAM capability of PIC18, PIC16 and Atmel AVR respectively.  The 
plots include trend lines showing that the general trend is linear with a positive 
gradient for all three microcontroller families.  It should be noted that the PIC18 and 
AVR are 8-bit microcontrollers and have both low- and high-end variants.  The 


























































































Manufacturer Family RAM/ROM Gradient 
Microchip PIC18F ~ 43 bytes per Kbyte  
Microchip PIC16F ~37 bytes per Kbyte 
Atmel AVR ~64 bytes per Kbyte 
Table 8 : Comparison of semiconductor manufacturer, microcontroller family and 
RAM / ROM gradient 
 
 
Table 8 compares the three microcontroller families and their capability in 
bytes of RAM per Kbyte of ROM.  This is important as it is a measure of the memory 
capacity of the microcontroller.  This in turn shows how well a piece of embedded 
software can be targeted towards a particular microcontroller family because one way 
it can be characterised is in terms of its ROM/RAM requirements.  In the case of LIN 
system design, this is particularly important for LIN slave devices for which 
embedded software has to be squeezed into microcontrollers with smaller memory to 
reduce cost.  Table 8 shows that the Atmel AVR is the most capable in terms of 
RAM. 
 To understand the significance of ROM and RAM microcontroller capability 
on the cost of a LIN node or ECU, it is interesting to consider an example of targeting 
a LIN stack to real microcontroller variants.  The embedded software of a typical LIN 
node will at minimum be a combination of LIN communications stack and 
application code.  In submission four the memory requirements of the LIN stack 
exported from NetGen for the Atmel AVR was ascertained for a number of different 
LIN bus designs.  Figure 29 compares the estimated ROM /RAM requirements of the 
LIN communications stack with five possible Atmel AVR microcontroller variants 
(called A, B, C, D and E in the figure 29).  As the typical LIN node is a combination 
of LIN communications stack and application code, the ROM/RAM requirements of 
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this combination will be at least that of the LIN communications stack and certainly 










































Figure 29: ROM versus RAM relationship of the Atmel AVR microcontroller and 
LIN communications stack with AVR variants shown.  The Atmel AVR 
microcontroller are the points A, B, C, D and E on the figure. 
 
The commercial LIN examples used in submission four had a stack size of 
between 5 and 9 Kbytes.  For Atmel AVR microcontroller variant A which has 8 
Kbytes ROM, it can be seen that the 512 bytes RAM capability would be insufficient 
for a typical LIN communications stack and application code combination that 
requires 8 Kbytes of ROM.  In this situation, Atmel AVR microcontroller variant C 
which has more RAM space of a total of 1024 bytes would have to be selected.  
Figure 29 also indicates that Atmel AVR microcontroller variant B would be very 
unlikely to have sufficient RAM to support the LIN communications stack.  Atmel 
AVR microcontroller variant D is more likely to be able to support the LIN 
communications stack with 16 Kbytes ROM and 1024 bytes RAM.  However it is 
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quite likely that if a significant amount of ROM and RAM is required (e.g. HVAC 
network in Appendix C of submission four which required over 8Kbytes of ROM and 
700 bytes of RAM), the designer may end up having to choose Atmel AVR 
microcontroller variant E if the application code itself requires more than 300 bytes 
of RAM.  This would leave nearly 24 Kbytes of ROM space free for the application 
code. 
Understanding the ROM/RAM relationship between a target microcontroller 
and the intended LIN stack will help the LIN stack designer ascertain how to design 
for lower cost.  In this case it means design for lower RAM usage by making 
software design decisions to move data to ROM if at all possible.  This will reduce 
nodal cost by allowing selection of a lower cost variant (e.g. variant D instead of 
variant E in Figure 29), as it has been shown in submission three that 
microcontrollers with lower memory capacity were of lower cost. 
 
5.2. Estimation of LIN Communications Stack ROM and RAM 
Requirements 
Submission four looked into the feasibility of estimating the ROM and RAM 
requirements of a LIN communications stack for the Atmel AVR microcontroller 
using LIN bus characteristics as model inputs.  These factors were the number of 
Nodes, Schedules, Messages and Signals.  The stack used was the one that could be 
exported as a C-code from the NetGen LIN tool.  An analysis of publicly available 
LIN communication stack ROM and RAM requirements performance data showed 
that there is a linear relationship between the LIN bus properties and the memory 
requirements.  However it also showed that this data was not sufficient to be able to 
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produce regression models for the estimation of the ROM and RAM requirements of 
a LIN communications stack. 
 A factorial experiment design was used for the collection of a Model 
Development dataset with appropriate coverage of the data space for development of 
appropriate regression models.  In addition to this, commercial examples of LIN bus 
applications were collected to form a Model Assessment dataset so that they could be 
used to assess the regression models.  For both of these datasets, the NetGen tool was 
used to automatically generate the C language source code library and the 
commercially available IAR Systems Atmel AVR C compiler was used to compile 
the code for the stack.  The map file generated by the compiler contained the ROM 
and RAM requirements.  A number of regression models were developed for the 
estimation of ROM and RAM from LIN bus properties such as the number of nodes, 
signals, messages and schedules.  Regression models were also developed for the 
ROM versus RAM relationships of both the LIN communications stack for the Atmel 
AVR microcontroller and for the Atmel AVR automotive microcontroller product 
family itself. 
It was shown that regression models could be developed for the estimation of 
the ROM and RAM requirements of the LIN communications stack using LIN bus 
characteristics as inputs to the models.  The regression models for estimation of 
ROM/RAM based on all LIN bus factors performed well (e.g. with factors 
representing the number of Nodes, Schedules, Messages and Signals).  Figure 30 
shows the performance of the five factor ROM model by plotting actual and 
estimated ROM.  The diagonal line shows the position when both agree.  It can be 






















Figure 30: Performance of 5-factor model with Model Assessment dataset 
 
The factors Signals and Nodes are those that are known at the very beginning of 
the project during which a number of candidate architectures are assessed.  
Regression models making an estimation based on just these two factors alone did not 
perform so well.  However it was found that a two factor regression model based on 
Messages and Signals could be used to make a reasonable estimation of the ROM and 
RAM requirements.  In addition to this, by looking at the typical commercial LIN 
application examples, the typical number of messages per node could be ascertained 
and then used to make a two factor Messages / Signals based estimation of ROM and 
RAM.   
Table 9 and Table 10 compare the performance of each of the models.  It can be 
seen that although the ROM models have a greater model error in terms of bytes, 
their performance is actually more accurate as a percentage of the mean value of 
commercial production vehicle examples.  The estimation of the LIN 
communications stack ROM requirements appeared to be the most useful as this has 
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been shown to be possible with an error of just a few percent.  Models for the 
estimation of RAM had a much larger error (i.e. at least 18%) but could still be useful 
for making a coarse estimation of a LIN communications stack RAM requirements 
and therefore helping the selection of the most appropriate microcontroller variant.  It 
was also shown that ROM and RAM estimation based on simply the number of nodes 
and signals is possible without significant loss of accuracy when compared to using 
all possible regression model factors. 
 
Model RMS Model 
Error 
Error as % Mean 
commercial value (bytes) 
5-Factor Model 376.20 
 
6.1% 
3-Factors Model (Number of Nodes and 
Signals information) 
581.33 9.4% 
2-Factors Model (Messages & 8-bit 
Signals) 
329.57 5.3% 
2-Factors Model (the factor Messages 




Table 9: Comparison of RMS error of models in context of mean commercial ROM 
 
 
Model RMS Model 
Error 
Error as % of Mean 
commercial value (bytes) 
5-Factor Model 83.00 
 
18.7% 
3-Factors Model (Number of Nodes and 
Signals information) 
149.67 33.7% 
2-Factors Model (Messages & 8-bit 
Signals) 
98.20 22.1% 
2-Factors Model (the factor Messages 
estimated from Nodes) 
94.72 21.3% 
Table 10: Selection of the RAM model that overestimates with the lowest error 
 
The models for ROM and RAM estimation that were developed in submission 
four are only directly relevant for the NetGen Atmel AVR LIN stack used in the 
analysis, the target AVR microcontroller and compiler used.  A change in any one of 
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these will almost certainly change the characteristics of the model required for 
estimation.  However the results may be representative of other 8-bit 
microcontrollers.  The generic process for model development is shown in Figure 31. 
 
 
Figure 31: LIN communications stack ROM, RAM modelling process 
 
This process for developing ROM and RAM requirement estimation models for a 
new LIN communications stack can be broken into the following four generic stages: 
1. Understand Stack Linearity – The process shown in this report is dependent 
upon the relationship between LIN communication stack ROM and RAM 
requirements having a linear relationship between the number of nodes, 
schedules, messages and signals. 
2. Collect Data for 
Regression Model 
Development 
Factorial Experiment Design 
Collect Data Using Stack and 
Commercial Compiler 
3. Understand  
Stack Factor,  
ROM, RAM  
Correlations 
Calculate and Rank Correlations 
Select Two Factors that Correlate 
Best with ROM/RAM 
4. Regression  
Model  
Development 
With Two Factors 
If Any of Two Factors Not Nodes or 
Signal, find relationship 
1. Understand Stack Linearity 
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2. Collect Data for Regression Model Development – A factorial experiment 
design was used for the collection of the minimal and appropriate dataset to carry 
out regression analysis and therefore develop the appropriate models for ROM 
and RAM estimation. 
3. Understand Stack Factor, ROM and RAM Correlations – By looking at how 
each of the LIN communications stack factors correlate with both ROM and 
RAM, the most appropriate factors can be selected for regression model 
development.  The correlation coefficient can be obtained by carrying out a single 
variable linear regression or using the statistical features of a computer program 
such as Excel.  The ideal situation is to be able to develop regression models for 
the estimation of ROM and RAM from only information concerning the number 
of LIN nodes and signals between the nodes.  For the particular LIN 
communications stack that was the subject of this study, the number of signal and 
messages correlated the best and therefore the number of messages per node for 
typical commercial applications was estimated using the Model Assessment 
dataset.  Then by knowing the number of nodes, the number of messages could be 
used as an input into a 2-factor Messages / 8-bit Signals ROM estimation 
regression model. 
4. Regression Model Development – Carry out regression analysis with the data 
collected.  It is ideal to have a dataset containing real LIN applications with which 
to be able to assess the regression models and select the best performers. 
 
5.3. Microcontroller Family ROM/RAM Capability Assessment Process 
The microcontroller capability assessment process is important to a LIN 
communications stack supplier if they wish to ascertain how best to design for a 
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particular microcontroller family, or a semiconductor manufacturer who wants to 
select the amount of memory required in certain microcontroller variants, or finally a 
vehicle manufacturer or first tier supplier who wants to select stack and 
microcontroller suppliers for their particular project.  If the amount of RAM per 
Kbyte of ROM is not enough, this may lead to the selection of a microcontroller with 
a lot of ROM just to ensure that there is enough RAM sufficient for the LIN 
communications stack.  This leads to extra expense by necessitating the selection of a 
microcontroller variant with sufficient RAM.  Therefore the benefit of using the 
process described in this section is to be able to design a stack and microcontroller 
together so that they provide the lowest possible nodal cost, which should be a key 
advantage of using LIN in automotive applications. 
To carry out the assessment the designer must obtain details on the relationship 
between ROM and RAM capability for the microcontroller and ROM and RAM 
requirements of the embedded LIN communications stack.  The suggested metric is 
number of bytes of RAM per Kbyte of ROM which represents the gradient of the 
ROM/RAM relationship.  The gradient of ROM /RAM for both microcontroller and 
LIN stack is never going to be 100% accurate but it can give a good estimation of 
how much leeway a designer will have.  Therefore the process provides an additional 
software metric that can be used along with microcontroller unit cost to help in the 
selection of stack and microcontroller for a project. 
Before the ROM/RAM capability of a microcontroller can be assessed, the LIN 
communications stack ROM and RAM requirements must be ascertained.  The 




Figure 32: Process for ascertaining LIN stack ROM/RAM requirements 
 
 Figure 33 shows the generic process for microcontroller memory capability 
assessment.  Its first step is to select a set of microcontroller families to assess.  In 
submission three, there were three families; Microchip PIC16, PIC18 and Atmel 
AVR.  The second step requires the ROM and RAM capability data of each variant 
be obtained.  In the third step the data is plotted and the gradient for each family is 
obtained by regression analysis.  This is represented by the metric number of bytes of 
RAM per Kbyte of ROM.  The fourth step is where the comparison is made between 
each of the families to understand which microcontroller family is the most capable.  
In the fifth and final step, a comparison is made with the LIN communications stack 
ROM and RAM requirements.  The result will help the LIN stack designer ascertain 
whether they need to focus on a reduction of RAM usage by the stack.  Alternatively, 
a microcontroller manufacturer can use this process to ascertain whether they need to 
provide more RAM in their microcontroller family. 
 
Select LIN stack 
Select a set of LIN Description Files for example LIN applications 
Generate stacks for each example, compile and note ROM/RAM requirements 
Scatter plot of ROM / RAM to ensure there is a visible linear relationship 
Regression analysis to get gradient (bytes of RAM per Kbyte of ROM) 
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Figure 33: Process for comparing microcontroller and stack memory capability 
 
 
This process is demonstrated by the work which was carried out in submission 
four.  In submission four, the ROM and RAM relationship of the Atmel AVR and 
LIN communications stack was found by using a set of LIN Description Files 
describing the characteristics of commercial LIN designs.  These were used to 
generate a LIN stack which was then compiled and the ROM/RAM requirements 
were noted.  The ROM / RAM values were viewed in a scatter plot as shown in 
Figure 34 which has a trend line that represents a requirement of approximately 75 
bytes per Kbyte. 
 
1) Select set of microcontroller families to assess 
2) Get microcontroller ROM & RAM capability data from manufacturer 
3) Find RAM / ROM gradient for each family 
4) Compare gradients and decide which is most capable? 
5) Compare gradient with stack RAM / ROM requirements 
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Figure 34: ROM and RAM values of the examples in the Model Assessment dataset 
 
Figure 35 shows a comparison between microcontroller ROM/RAM 
capability of the Atmel AVR family and LIN communications stack requirements 
using two different datasets of LIN example applications.  Both of these datasets 
were used in submission four for the modelling of LIN stack memory requirements.  
The first of these datasets is the one used for Model Development (or model training), 
the second was for Model Assessment and contains the features of real examples from 
a number of production vehicles. 
In Figure 35 it can be seen that the gradient of the microcontroller ROM and 
RAM relationship is lower than the two estimations of the LIN communications stack 
ROM and RAM requirements, therefore indicating that the Atmel AVR 
microcontroller may not have the optimal ROM and RAM relationship for this 
particular LIN communications stack.  The LIN stack requirement that was made 
with commercial production vehicle examples is the lowest of the two.  This gives a 
requirement of approximately 75 bytes RAM per Kbyte of ROM which is above the 
capabilities of all microcontrollers in Table 8. 
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Figure 35 also shows that for the mean LIN communications stack ROM size 
(as found from the commercial examples) of 6162 bytes, the Atmel AVR certainly 
does not have enough RAM (~500 bytes is required).  Of course the variants of this 
microcontroller come in 128, 256, 512 and 1024 byte variants and the real outcome 
of this analysis is that a variant of 512 would probably be insufficient for a stack of 
around 500 bytes plus whatever is required for the LIN application software.   
Therefore a variant with 1024 bytes of RAM would probably be the minimum level 
of selection for this particular LIN communications stack.  It should be noted that 718 
bytes is the maximum example RAM size from the Model Assessment dataset which 
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Figure 35: ROM and RAM relationship of the Atmel AVR and LIN stack 
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5.4. Microcontroller Variant Selection By ROM/RAM Requirement 
Estimation 
The aim of this process is to select a microcontroller variant from a family of 
microcontrollers and ascertain the impact of pricing on architecture cost.  It would be 
expected that a number of candidate architectures would have to be evaluated and for 
each of the candidate architectures the ROM and RAM requirements of the LIN 
communications stack would differ.  As the ROM and RAM requirements would 
differ, then so would the expected pricing between architectures.  Therefore the affect 
of microcontroller pricing on nodal cost between architectures can be ascertained.  
This process was primarily developed in the work carried out in submissions four and 
five.  The assumption is that to get the most benefit of the economies of scale, the 
same microcontroller variant will be used for each node within a single LIN 
candidate architecture and also each ECU will be physically identical.  The only 
difference between each ECU will be the software that is embedded within them. 
 The process would typically be carried out by the architecture owner such as 
the sub-system supplier in the case of a LIN system.  This would therefore require 
either the semiconductor manufacturer or LIN communications stack supplier to 
provide the ROM and RAM estimation models for the architecture owner to use.  The 
process for selecting a microcontroller variant is shown in Figure 36.  It can be seen 




Figure 36: Process for microcontroller selection and nodal cost estimation 
 
1) Choose Microcontroller Family 
The target microcontroller family is chosen which is to be used in the remainder of 
the study.  One of the factors in choice of microcontroller family is the suitability for 
a LIN communications stack. 
 
Output from this stage: Microcontroller family chosen. 
 
2) Estimate ROM/RAM Requirement 
During this stage the ROM and RAM requirements for the LIN communications 
stack of each node in each of the LIN candidates is estimated from the knowledge of 
the number of nodes and signals.  The 8-bit Atmel AVR models from submission 
1) Choose Micro Family 
2) Estimate ROM/RAM Requirements 
4) Select Variant and Get Price 
3) Estimate App ROM/RAM Requirements 
5) Compare selected microcontroller variants 





four are used in this stage for 8-bit microcontrollers under the assumption that the 
results will be equivalent for all 8-bit microcontroller architectures.  If a different size 
CPU microcontroller is the target, then the Atmel AVR models will be less 
representative. 
 
Output from this stage: The ROM and RAM requirements for each LIN node within 
each of the candidate architectures. 
 
3) Estimate ROM/RAM Requirement of Application Software 
This is a new part of the process in which the ROM and RAM requirements for the 
application software of each of the nodes was estimated.  The application code may 
contain digital switch processing, Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and pulse input 
processing.  One possible estimation method is to count each of these features in 
order to make an estimation.  Another method is to look at historical data for 
equivalent application software and use these values. 
 
Output from this stage: Application code ROM and RAM requirement. 
 
 
4) Select Variant and Get Price 
This is a new part of the process.  First the appropriate microcontroller is selected 
based on its ability to support the I/O and also the ROM and RAM requirements.  




5) Compare Selected Microcontroller Variants 
For each of the candidate architectures, the selected microcontroller variant is 
compared with that of each other candidate architecture and the impact on the cost of 
the architecture is ascertained. 
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6. SPORTSCAR BODY CONTROL ELECTRICAL ARCHITECTURE 
DESIGN – CASE STUDY 
 
6.1. Case Study – Overview 
 
Introduction 
Submissions two, three and four describe an investigation for a customer who is a 
wiring harness manufacturer.  The results from these submissions demonstrated to the 
customer that it was extremely challenging to justify the adoption of LIN over 
hardwired integration on a cost basis alone.  A number of processes were developed 
in the submissions for architecture design-to-cost, and microcontroller assessment 
and selection.  The design-to-cost process was used to make a comparison of the cost 
of two architectures and helped estimate a LIN node target cost needed for the new 
architecture to be lower cost than the original.  The process for microcontroller 
selection was concerned with the estimation of the ROM/RAM requirements of a 
LIN stack to help ascertain which microcontroller variant to use and also to provide a 
way of assessing the ROM/RAM capability of a microcontroller family.  The results 
also had an impact on the NetGen LIN communications stack product by highlighting 
certain deficiencies with the version that was used in the study.  The key one was that 
a redesign was required to reduce its ROM and RAM requirements, which in turn 
would provide a commercial advantage due to being able to fit into lower memory 
(and therefore lower cost) microcontroller variants.  In submission five the processes 
were brought together, explored and refined in a new case study, which is described 
here in this chapter. 
The aim of the case study reported in submission five was to investigate 
whether an alternative architecture based on LIN technology could reduce the cost 
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and weight of a niche sportscar body control wiring harness.  The original harness 
was based on hardwired integration and the study explored whether there was a cost 
and weight benefit from the adoption of LIN.  A second motivation for this report 
was also to provide a new case study with which to assess the processes developed 
within this Engineering Doctorate programme. 
 The case study brought in an additional target of architecture weight in 
addition to cost.  Therefore the design-to-cost process was adapted to provide a 
design for low harness weight process since low harness weight was a key 
requirement of the sportscar body control harness design.  This process was described 
in chapter four.  The processes that were developed were used to assess six LIN 
alternative architectures and ascertain which of them would provide a lower cost and 
lower weight alternative to the hardwired original harness. 
The processes were then assessed by adding further detail to the designs such 
as the actual wire lengths that would be used if the LIN nodes were assumed to be 
placed at certain locations and also assessing the cost of the bill of materials to 
manufacture the new LIN nodes.  The assessment did not involve an entire harness 
design to compare with the original estimations.  This would require a large amount 
of time and a project budget for a full electrical architecture design to be carried out.  
However the level of detail in the assessment of the processes was sufficient to show 
the key benefit of the processes used and to learn lessons on their best use. 
The benefit of the processes was that they gave an assessment of cost and 
weight saving potential for each of the candidate architectures and this was achieved 
by the use of coarse information.  This means that such an assessment can be carried 
out with the kind of minimal information that is only available at the start of an 
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Figure 37: Three zones of the sportscar body control wiring harness (Westfield 
Sportscars Ltd., 2009). 
 
Analysis of Original Electrical Architecture 
A schematic of the original body control harness of the sportscar that was the subject 
of the study is shown in Figure 37.  An analysis of the signal routing from origin (e.g. 
from a switch) to destination (e.g. to a lamp), showed that there were three main 
zones in the architecture; Front, Dash and Rear.  The schematic contained 
information on wire length and the gauge was obtained from the wiring harness 
manufacturer.  Wire cost was supplied by the wiring harness manufacturer and used 





weight models for inter-zone and intra-zone signal wires.  For example, for cost the 
following equation was used: 
 
Wire Cost = (Wire + Wire Component) x Non-Material Cost 
(9) 
Where 
 Wire is the wire cost 
Wire Component is the cost of components such as connectors, pins, terminals 
etc. 
Non-Material Cost factor accounts for all non-material piece costs associated 
with the manufacture of the harness, and includes items such as fixed business 
overheads, variable costs such as manufacturing labour, logistical costs and 
profit margin. 
 
The full processes and equations for cost and weight were described in chapter four.  
The use of the equations resulted in the range of the values of inter-zone and intra-














Typical Inter-Zone Wire Cost  £0.90 £1.01 
Typical Intra-Zone Wire Cost  £0.40 £0.45 





Proposed LIN Node 
Figure 38 shows the general electrical architecture of the LIN nodes that were 
proposed for this case study.  To reduce implementation costs, the Printed Circuit 
Board (PCB) is potted in resin for this proposal.  This has the advantage of 
eliminating the need for a costly ECU housing which could cost in the region of £10 
to £20 for this type of application and production volume.  This additional casing cost 
would significantly reduce the likelihood of the LIN architecture having a cost 








Six LIN architecture candidates were proposed as alternatives to the original 
hardwired architecture and were compared in terms of their estimated cost and 
weight.  Two types of architectures were considered: 
1. Ones with inline relays – the benefit of this approach is that nodal cost is kept to a 








Potted in Resin 
Parallel I/O 
(no. to be determined) 
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2. Using nodes with quad low side driver chips – the benefit of this approach is that 
the number of intra-zone wires is minimised (i.e. does not require extra wires and 
connectors to go between the relay and the actuator or lamp). 
 
Figure 39 shows an example of the linear bus architecture with one master and 
two slaves.  It has already been stated that there were two types of architecture which 
differ due to the type of LIN node deployed; inline relay-based and nodes with low 
side drivers.  For each of these architecture types, three different architectures were 
considered due to the fact that there were three different zones within the target 
harness as was shown in Figure 37: 
o two nodes (based on the reasoning that the original harness has most signals 
between Front and Dash zones),  thus leaving the Rear zone signals 
hardwired. 
o three nodes (based on the reasoning that the original harness has three zone – 
Front, Rear and Dash) 
o five nodes (based on the reasoning that the Front and Rear zones can be 
further split into two zones each for offside and nearside).   
 
Therefore there was a total of six candidate LIN architectures to be assessed as lower 
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Assignment of Signals to Nodes 
It was established that there were thirty five signals in total within the hardwired 
architecture.  Four of these were to remain as hardwired signals and not be replaced 
with LIN equivalents.  Therefore thirty one signals were replaced by LIN equivalent 
signals. 
o Five of these were intra-zone signals but put onto LIN as they were associated 
with other signals and therefore adding to LIN was sensible (e.g. indicator offside 
warning lamp is associated with the indicator offside signal) 
o Twenty six were inter-zone signals 
 
Figure 39 shows an example three node LIN architecture with one master, two slaves 
and the signals assigned to each node. 
 
Signal Substitution Analysis 
Signal substitution analysis was carried out to ascertain which architecture results in 
the removal of the most wires and to compare this with the hardwired original.  Table 
12 compares these for each of the architectures.  It can be seen from the table that for 
all LIN candidates, the number of inter-zone wires has decreased when compared 
with the hardwired architecture.  However the number of intra-zone wires has 
increased for all LIN candidates due to inter-zone wires in the hardwired architecture 
being replaced with sensor to node and node to actuator intra-zone wires.  The total 
number of wires has increased from LIN adoption due to the intra-zone wires but this 
does not necessarily mean that the LIN architecture candidates are more expensive or 
heavier.  Inter-zone wires have a mean length higher than the mean values of the 
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intra-zone wires and therefore there is more of a cost saving to be enjoyed from the 
removal of inter-zone wires. 
 





Target Hardwired 26 9 0 
2 nodes – inline relays 10 60 2 
3 nodes – inline relays 2 78 3 
5 nodes – inline relays 4 78 5 
2 nodes – Lowside Drivers 10 35 2 
3 nodes – Lowside Drivers 2 52 3 
5 nodes – Lowside Drivers 4 52 5 
Table 12: Comparison of the number of wires, wire types and LIN nodes between 
architectures – forms coarse architecture equations 
 
 Table 12 also suggests that the inline relay-based LIN architectures can be 
removed from any further analysis as they will result in higher costs than low-side 
driver based ones.  The inline relay and low-side driver LIN architectures have the 
same number of inter-zone wires.  However, when intra-zone wires are considered, it 
can be seen that the low-side driver architectures have a lower number of intra-zone 
wires.  For example, if both two node architectures are compared, the inline relay 
architecture has 60 intra-zone wires whereas the low-side driver equivalent has only 
35 intra-zone wires.  This is due to additional wires and connectors required to go 
from the inline relay to the associated actuator or lamp.  Therefore further 
investigations were only carried out with the low-side driver based architectures. 
The signal substitution analysis provides architecture cost equations.  The cost 
of the hardwired architecture is given by the following equation: 




CArchitecture is the cost of the architecture 
CInterWire is the cost of an inter-zone wire 
CIntraWire is the cost of an intra-zone wire 
CFixed represents the fixed harness costs 
and the coefficients x1 and x2 are the number of wires 
 
Extended Architecture Cost Equations 
For each of the candidate LIN architectures, cost and weight equations were 
developed.  The equation for the cost of the architecture is given by: 
 
CArchitecture = x3.CInterWire + x4.CIntraWire + x5.CNode + x6.CDriver + CFixed  
(11) 
Where 
CDriver is the cost of the low-side driver or relay 
 coefficients x3 and x4 are the number of wires 
 coefficients x5 and x6 are the number of nodes and drivers respectively 
 
The equations describing the cost of the LIN candidates and the hardwired original 
architecture were used to explore the sensitivity of the cost to variations in Non-
Material Costs and therefore help ascertain whether the LIN candidate architectures 
could be of lower cost.  Figure 38 shows an example sensitivity analysis comparing 
the cost of hardwired and the two node LIN architecture candidate.  The sensitivity to 
LIN node cost and Non-Material Costs is explored.  It shows that the hardwired 
architecture is likely to be of lower cost that the two node LIN candidate architecture. 
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Based on assumption that mean inter-zone wire length is 2.1m, 


































CLINArc (Cnode £8)Hardw ired architecture variable costs - these 
show  the w iring costs that 
can potentially be removed 
from the harness
LIN architecture variable costs - 
these show the additional wiring 
and nodal costs required for the 
adoption of LIN
Figure 40: Comparison of Hardwired and Two Node LIN Architecture Cost with 
Variation of Non-Material Cost Factor 
 
The hardwired and LIN architecture equations for each candidate were set equal to 
each other as shown below so that they could be solved and target nodal cost and 
weights could be obtained.  The purpose of the target nodal cost and weight is that 
this is the value to be achieved for the LIN candidate to be lower than the hardwired 
original.  Therefore beating these targets will result in the LIN candidate architecture 
being of lower cost or weight than the hardwired original. 
 




Table 13 shows the summary of results for cost.  All of the LIN candidates were 
projected to be of higher cost than the hardwired original architecture and therefore 
there is no cost benefit from the adoption of LIN in this case.  It was projected that 
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the two node architecture would result in the lowest add-on nodal cost for the 
addition of LIN communications. 
 
Architecture CNode Target 
(UK Sterling) 
Sensitivity Analysis Result Rank 
Two Node < £0 ~£9 add-on cost 1 
Three Node < £0 ~£12 add-on cost 2 
Five Node < £0 ~£20 add-on cost 3 
Table 13: Comparison of LIN candidate architectures on a cost basis 
 
Weight Equations and Sensitivity Analysis 
For each of the candidate LIN architectures, the equation for the weight of the 
architecture is given by: 
WArchitecture = x3.WInterWire + x4.WIntraWire + x5.WNode + x6.WDriver + WFixed  
(13) 
Where 
WNode is the cost of the LIN node 
WDriver is the cost of the low-side driver or relay 
WFixed is the fixed harness costs 
 
The sensitivity of architecture weight and target WNode to variations in wire weight 
was explored in the WWire WNode sensitivity diagram.  The wire weight sensitivity is 
tested by looking at the effect of changes in the Insulation factor since this is an 
unknown and un-quantified factor and can vary, as stated in chapter four.  This is an 
aspect of the wire weight model which has not been fully quantified and is therefore 
varied across the hardwired and LIN architectures so that they can be compared 
across all possibilities. 
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Figure 39 shows the sensitivity of WArchitecture and target WNode to wire weight 
by variation of Insulation factor and different nodal weights for the three node low-
side driver-based LIN architecture.  The plot suggests that the LIN architecture will 
be of lower weight in all occasions by at least 150 to 350 grammes. 
Based on assumption that mean inter-zone wire length is 2.1m, 
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Figure 41: Comparison of Hardwired and Three Node LIN Architecture Weight with 
Variation of Wire Weight 
 
Table 14 compares the target nodal weight and potential for weight reduction of the 
three LIN candidates and ranks them.  It can be seen that the three node LIN 
architecture is the candidate that ranks highest as the one that will potentially lead to 
the greatest weight reduction. 
Architecture Target WNode  
(grammes) 
Potential Weight Reduction @ Max. 





> 55g ~100g to 250g 2 
Three Node 
LIN 
> 55g ~150g to 350g 1 
Five Node 
LIN 
< 45g < 0g to 90g 3 
Table 14: Comparison of LIN candidate architectures on a weight basis 
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Microcontroller Selection for Sportscar LIN Architecture 
The number of signals and node information for each of the candidate LIN 
architectures was used in conjunction with the LIN communications stack 
ROM/RAM requirement estimation process (as described in chapter five).  This was 
used to estimate the ROM and RAM requirements of the LIN communication stack 
for each individual node and hence provide enough information for the selection of 
the most appropriate microcontroller variant.  It was found that all nodes could fit 
into a microcontroller variant with 8Kbytes ROM and 768 such as the PIC 18F6310 
and therefore was used in the remainder of the analysis. 
 
Improving Wire Length and Nodal Cost Information Used in Estimations 
Next the LIN architecture designs that were proposed were analysed further by 
adding more detail.  This gave a benchmark to compare the results that were obtained 
from the coarse analysis and therefore validate the processes used. 
The assessment was limited in that it did not give the cost and weight values 
for each proposed architecture as a fully designed harness.  This was not feasible in 
the scope and budget of the study as the harness designs would have taken many 
man-months to complete, price and weigh up.  To keep within the scope, it had been 
shown that the architectures with inline relays would incur most cost due to the 
additional inter-zone wires required to go from the relay to the lamp.  Therefore only 
the three architectures based on low-side drivers were analysed further.  Improved 
estimations of wire harness cost and weight were made by first deciding upon the 
actual location of the LIN nodes within the wiring harness and by then calculating the 
actual lengths of signal wires to and from the node.  Therefore it gave more detail on 
the differences in wire cost between each of the architectures.  Secondly nodal cost 
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and weight were estimated.  Cost was estimated by first estimating the LIN 
communications stack ROM/RAM requirements (as described in chapter five), using 
this information to select an appropriate microcontroller variant and then pricing up 
the bill of materials of the proposed node.  LIN node weight was obtained by looking 
at relevant examples that were commercially available at the time.  Figure 42 shows 
the flow chart which was followed to assess the processes as used in submission five. 
 
 
Figure 42: Assessment of design processes and models 
 
Decide location of LIN node placement 
Calculate LIN bus and signal wire lengths 
Calculate cost and weight for each wire 
Build node source code and get ROM / 
RAM figures 
Select microcontroller variant 
Get node component cost and weight 
figures 
Calculate nodal cost and weight 
 
Compare cost /weight of architectures 














































































Figure 43: Dash LIN node actual connections two node architecture 
 
 
Figure 41 shows an example schematic that was developed so that the actual 
wire costs and weights could be calculated.  It can be seen that it contains the actual 
lengths of the wires in millimetres which were then used in the re-assessment of the 
cost and weight of the candidate architectures. 
 The original estimations (that used a mean inter-zone and intra-zone wire 
length) and the improved estimation (that used actual inter-zone and intra-zone wire 
length) were compared.  The result of this comparison for architecture cost is shown 
in Table 15.  In this table it compares the cost saving per architecture with a variation 
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in Non-Material Cost factor to test the sensitivity.  All candidates resulted in an 
increase in architecture cost.  This is the same qualitative projection as was found 
with the original estimation.  The original estimation suggested that the two node 
candidate resulted in the smallest increase in cost with the three node architecture not 
far behind.  The improved estimation suggested that the three node LIN architecture 
would be best to select for the least increase in cost.  This is because when the Non-
Material Cost factor was set low and the architecture costs evaluated, there was very 
little difference in the add-on cost between two or three node architectures (i.e. both 
are around £25 whilst the five node architecture candidate is around £40).  However 
when the Non-Material Cost factor was set high, the three node candidate was 
projected to only increase cost by around £23 whilst the two node candidate was 





Original Estimation Improved Estimation 
Nodes 
Low Non-Material 
Cost Factor Saving 
(£) 
High Non-Material 
Cost Factor Saving 
(£) 
Low Non-Material 
Cost Factor Saving 
(£) 
High Non-Material 
Cost Factor Saving 
(£) 
2 -£16.38 -£11.46 -£25.25 -£37.58 
3 -£23.81 -£18.43 -£25.80 -£23.67 
5 -£38.93 -£35.79 -£40.21 -£38.42 
Table 15 : Comparison of original and improved cost estimations 
 
Table 16 shows the results of the comparison of the original and improved 
estimation.  It can be seen that the polarity of the estimations agree for the three and 
five node LIN candidate architectures.  The estimations for the two node LIN 
candidate contradict each other in that the original suggested that a move to a two 
node LIN architecture would result in a weight saving whereas the improved 
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estimation suggested that there would be an increase in architecture weight.  The 















Low Insulation Factor 
Saving (WNode 35g) 
High Insulation Factor 
Saving (WNode 35g) 
2 164 305 -589 -677 
3 239 426 206 380 
5 36 187 175 364 
Table 16 : Comparison of original and improved weight estimations 
 
 The results for the two node LIN candidate architecture performed the least 
well, particularly for weight estimation and therefore it was deemed necessary to find 
out why there was this contradiction from the estimations.  For all of the original 
estimations, the mean inter-zone wire length used in the model was 2.1 metres and 
the mean intra-zone wire length was 550mm. 
 
Nodes 











% Variation from 
Original Mean of 
550mm 
2 4173.08 198.7% 656.14 119.3% 
3 2925.00 139.3% 713.59 129.7% 
5 1768.75 84.2% 600.41 109.2% 
Table 17 : Comparison of original model mean and actual mean wire lengths 
 
Table 17 shows the actual mean wire lengths that were used in the improved 
estimations.  It can be seen that for all of them the intra-zone wire lengths are only 
slightly longer than the 550mm mean length used in the original model.  However in 
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the case of inter-zone wires for the two node LIN candidate, the actual mean was 
around four metres which is around twice the value used.  It must be noted that the 
inter-zone wires is the source of the majority of wire removal in a move from a 
hardwired architecture to a LIN one.  Therefore because the actual length of the inter-
zone wires for the two node LIN architecture candidate was nearly twice the value 
used in the original models, it is not that surprising that the original and improved 
estimations contradict each other on some occasions.  This is a key lesson for the 
successful use of the processes in future projects. 
Overall, it was concluded that the adoption of a LIN-based alternative 
architecture to that used within the hardwired sportscar body control wiring harness is 
unlikely to lead to a reduction in the cost of the harness.  In fact it is likely to cost at 
least twelve pounds more per vehicle based on the original estimations and more 
likely at least twenty five pounds based on the improved estimations.  However, it is 
likely to lead to a reduction in harness weight, e.g. from 3.2 kg reduced by around 0.2 
to 0.4 kg.  The inclusion of further information in the assessment of the processes 
showed that the original estimations benefited by using more representative values 
for the mean inter-zone wire length.  It was therefore also concluded that there is 
likely to be a difference in the mean inter-zone wire length calculated from the bill of 
materials of the original hardwired architecture and the length of inter-zone wire used 
in the candidate LIN architectures.  Therefore in any future project of this kind it is 
important to ensure that inter-zone wire length is not blindly calculated from donor 
harness data and that consideration is given to the realistic lengths of LIN wires that 
may be deployed in the vehicle. 
Although the study indicated that any cost saving from the adoption of LIN 
was unlikely, it was discussed that there are ways of absorbing the cost in future 
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electrical architecture designs.  It was shown that at the target quantities of 
manufacturing for the sports car manufacturer, each LIN node added around eight 
pounds to the cost of the architecture.  This is a problem because the original chassis 
harness had no network node and therefore these were completely new items.  If in 
the future other network nodes (maybe based on CAN) were to be added to the 
vehicle for other applications, there may be the opportunity to add LIN functionality 
to one or more nodes and absorb some of the add-on cost, thus reducing the cost 
impact of adding LIN. 
 
6.2. Case Study – Main Outcomes 
The study provided a number of outcomes, one of which was that there is now the 
basis of a preliminary LIN-based sportscar body control electrical architecture design 
available.  This preliminary design has outlined that three nodes are the best for lower 
weight but for an additional cost. It is possible to make an adaptation of the 
architecture from this study to offset the additional cost caused by the adoption of 
LIN.
 
Possible changes include replacing the dash node proposal with an intelligent 
dash/node/display thus replacing other components such as vehicle and engine speed 
dials.  Therefore this is a case of offsetting the additional cost of one of the nodes by 
having the LIN functionality in an already existing node or one that brings new 
functionality. 
 The architecture design to cost process developed during the work under 
taken for submission two was applied to the new problem for the niche sports car 
manufacturer.  This provided new challenges such as difference in data on the 
original harness, assessment of six candidate LIN architectures and an additional 
design target which was to design for low architecture weight.  The design-to-cost 
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process used a factor referred to as LABOUR in submission two.  This was renamed 
to help properly describe its purpose to the name of NON-MATERIAL COSTS.  A 
design-to-weight process was developed by adapting the design to cost process.  The 
processes were used to ascertain which candidate LIN architecture will provide 
lowest weight and cost, and the processes were further validated by taking the 
designs further and using the actual wire lengths that would be used in the LIN 
architectures to enhance the comparison. 
 In submission two there were two types of wires in the original architecture 
that was under analysis: intra-door and inter-door wires.  Each of the four doors in the 
original architecture were effectively a zone containing wires (intra-zone wires) as 
well as having wires going between each of them (inter-zone wires).  In submission 
five, the concept of zones in the harness or architecture was used again and therefore 
becoming a main part of the process.  In this case the zones were Front, Dash and 
Rear. 
Finally, within the work of submission five that has been described in this 
chapter has developed the new concept of an intelligent wiring system for niche 
vehicle manufacturers based on LIN technology. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
7.1. Conclusion 
This Innovation Report has provided an overview and analysis of the research carried 
out during the Engineering Doctorate programme.  The aim of the research was to 
provide an improvement to the design-to-cost processes used in automotive electrical 
architecture design and selection. 
Chapter one described the commercial aims of the sponsoring organisation 
Rapicore and its key product NetGen and described why there was a commercial and 
wider industry need for research into the design-to-cost and partitioning of 
automotive electrical architectures based on in-vehicle networks.  In chapter two a 
review of the relevant literature was carried out.  Automotive electronic applications, 
in-vehicle networking technology, automotive electronic architecture design 
processes and issues related to in-vehicle networking costing were reviewed. 
In chapter three the first of two case studies was described.  The aim of this 
case study was to ascertain whether a LIN alternative to an automotive door system 
electrical architecture (originally hardwired for electronic integration) could result in 
a reduction in cost.  The key outcome from this case study was a design-to-cost 
process that can help an automotive electrical architecture designer ascertain whether 
a particular candidate architecture can reduce cost and also estimate the cost target for 
the addition of LIN communication components to electrical architecture nodes.  
Another outcome from the work was that the target nodal cost for the addition of LIN 
technology to the architecture nodes required an apparently challenging cost target to 
be met. 
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In chapter four the design-to-cost process was described.  Although research in 
design to cost was the main focus, the requirements of the second case study meant 
that an architecture design-to-weight process was also required.  An adaption of the 
design-to-cost process was developed to form a design to weight process.  This new 
process can be used for the design of low weight automotive electrical architectures 
and was used in the second case study. 
In chapter five the work from submissions three and four were described which 
resulted in the development of two new processes.  The relationship between 
microcontroller ROM/RAM capability and unit cost was explored with the aim to 
help understand if and how a challenging nodal cost could be met.  One key outcome 
from this investigation was that it was clear that ROM and RAM capability did have 
a direct impact on the unit cost of a microcontroller but the relationship was not clear 
enough to be able to produce a model.  Another key outcome was that there was a 
linear relationship between the ROM and RAM capability of the three 
microcontroller families studied.  The relationship between the LIN communications 
stack features and cost was explored, motivated by a need to understand more about 
how the design of the LIN communications stack itself can help challenging LIN 
nodal cost targets be met.  The relationship between LIN communication stack 
ROM/RAM requirements and LIN network features, such as, the number of nodes, 
schedules, messages and signals was explored.  It was found that it was possible to 
produce linear regression models for the estimation of the LIN communications stack 
ROM/RAM requirements as a function of the number of nodes, schedules, messages 
and signals.  It was also shown how the capability of a microcontroller could be 
compared with the ROM/RAM requirements of a LIN communications stack to 
ascertain their suitability to work together and therefore to also understand how both 
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microcontroller and stack designs could be altered to enjoy a cost reduction.  
Therefore the two processes that came out of this work were firstly for the assessment 
of the ROM/RAM capability of a family of microcontrollers and secondly for the 
selection of a microcontroller variant for LIN applications by estimation of the ROM 
and RAM requirements of the LIN embedded software. 
In chapter six, the opportunity arose to apply the processes to a new case study 
and to also carry out some validation of the processes.  The aim was to ascertain 
whether there could be a reduction in the cost and weight of the body control harness 
by the adoption of a LIN-based architecture instead of using the original hardwired 
integration.  It was found that a cost reduction was unlikely but the adoption of a 
three node LIN architecture had the potential to reduce weight.  The processes were 
further validated by pricing up and weighing up the nodes and determining the actual 
wire lengths that would be used.  The lesson learned was that it is important to use 
realistic inter-zone wire lengths to ensure that the results obtained are valid. 
It is concluded that the research has developed new and innovative processes 
for automotive electrical architecture design based on in-vehicle networking 
technology.  The key innovation of these processes is that they provide a quantitative 
methodology requiring coarse information only, the kind which would easily be 
available at the beginning of a design project.  Therefore this means that numerous 
candidate architectures can be quickly assessed without the need for completing a full 
architecture and harness design. 
The original focus was limited to the design-to-cost process for in-vehicle 
networked architectures.  However this was extended by the requirements of the 
second case study to include architecture weight as an additional design target.  The 
processes have been demonstrated for LIN bus applications and a key feature has 
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been that these processes use minimal information such as that which would only be 
available at the beginning of a vehicle programme.  However the processes could 
potentially be applied to any in-vehicle networking technology.  The application of 
the processes and the benefits of their use can be summarised as: 
o A design-to-cost process for accessing whether a new in-vehicle networked 
architecture has the potential of being lower cost than the original that is to be 
replaced.  Another output from this is a cost target of adding the network 
communications capability to each of the architecture nodes.  A key advantage of 
this process is that it does not require a full architecture design to be priced up.  
Instead, it uses coarse information of a preliminary design meaning that it is much 
easier to compare a number of candidate architectures quickly.  This was 
demonstrated in two case studies. 
o A design to a target weight process for assessing whether a new in-vehicle 
networked architecture has potential of being lower weight than the original that 
is to be replaced.  One other output from this is a weight target of adding the 
network communications capability to each of the architecture nodes.  Again, as 
with the design-to-cost process the benefit is that only coarse information is used 
making it much easier to compare a number of candidate architectures quickly.  
This was demonstrated in one case study. 
o A process for assessing the memory capabilities of a family of microcontrollers 
for the family’s ability to accommodate an embedded software component such 
as network communications software.  This was demonstrated on a commercially 
available LIN communications stack design and the outcomes have influenced its 
design for future commercial applications. 
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o A process for estimating the memory requirements of LIN embedded software for 
each node in a proposed LIN system and using this estimation for microcontroller 
selection and therefore assisting in more accurate pricing projection.  It can also 
be used with the previous process for assessing the memory capability of a family 
of microcontrollers by comparing with the LIN communications stack 
requirements.  Decisions can then be made on where further design effort is 
needed for the software or the microcontroller.  This was demonstrated on the 
commercially available LIN communications stack design (as generated by the 




7.2. Recommendations for Further Work 
 
7.2.1. Potential Future Exploitation of Research Findings 
The project has allowed the development of new processes during commercial 
research work.  These were primarily focused on two main projects whose aims were 
to explore whether the adoption of LIN would provide a cost benefit over their 
existing hardwired integration.  The second of these projects was for a niche sportscar 
manufacturer who had a secondary target of reducing the weight of the wiring 
harness and therefore had an interest in seeing if the adoption of LIN could reduce the 
weight of the electrical architecture. 
The design of the LIN communications stack that is generated from the NetGen 
tool benefited from the research carried out during the Engineering Doctorate as it 
was clearly highlighted that its RAM requirements were too high for 8-bit 
microcontroller applications and has therefore been improved to address this.  
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However, there are three main areas which will commercially benefit from the 
research in the future: 
1. The NetGen design tool can benefit from small improvements, e.g. ROM/RAM 
estimation feature added to the current generation of the product.  The normal 
process for ascertaining the memory requirements of a LIN communications stack 
is to generate the stack, ensure that it compiles without errors and then read the 
memory map file to get the ROM and RAM amounts used.  The problem with 
this is that firstly it requires the code to compile without errors and secondly it 
requires a compiler which can cost around two thousand pounds.  This is a large 
project expense just to estimate whether a microcontroller variant is capable in 
terms of its memory.  A new unique selling point of the NetGen tool could be to 
give an estimation of a stack’s memory requirements with details in a LIN 
Description File (LDF) alone, negating the requirement for a compiler for the 
customer until they wish to start the project.  This means that a customer will be 
able to evaluate NetGen, the LIN stack and microcontroller with very little 
upfront investment. 
2. A distributed architecture design service could be provided.  This service would 
use the design-to-cost and weight processes developed and could act as a way of 
gathering further requirements for a future architecture design product, thereby 
increasing the information available in addition to the two case studies carried out 
so far. 
3. The development of the next generation architecture design tool to replace the 
currently available NetGen.  This could be a design to cost/design to weight tool 
for comparing and selecting the most appropriate architecture for the design 
targets.  Other design targets could be used in the future such as EMC, assembly, 
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manufacture etc.  Such a tool would also be required to deal with a multi-network 
vehicle architecture perhaps using different technologies such as CAN, LIN and 
FlexRay.  At the time of writing the securing of funding for this project is being 
considered. 
 
7.2.2. Embedded Software Memory Requirements Modelling 
It was shown that it is possible to model ROM and RAM requirements of a LIN 
communications stack using linear regression modelling methods.  This was possible 
since the relationships between network characteristics such as nodes, schedules, 
messages, signals etc. had a linear relationship with ROM and RAM. 
 Many embedded systems components used in automotive ECUs will have 
ROM/RAM requirements which are a function of their characteristics.  Therefore 
there is the potential that other such components could be modelled and their 
ROM/RAM requirements estimated.  CAN and FlexRay communications stacks will 
have ROM/RAM requirements which are a function of their network characteristics.  
An ECU fault manager embedded software component’s memory requirements will 
be a function of the number of faults.  A diagnostic kernel’s memory requirements 
will be a function of the number of diagnostic services.  An operating system kernel’s 
memory requirements will be a function of the number of tasks.  Research is 
therefore required to ascertain whether these relationships can be modelled.  If this is 
the case, there will then be the increased possibility of estimating the ROM/RAM 
requirements of an entire ECU’s embedded software with better accuracy. 
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7.2.3. Adaptation of Processes to Other Network Technologies and Applications 
The processes developed during the research in this report have been successfully 
demonstrated using commercial LIN applications for automotive body control.  The 
LIN applications have been single network architectures and also the typical size of 
the embedded software is relatively small.  It would be interesting to ascertain 
whether the processes could be adapted for other automotive networked systems such 
as those based on CAN, FlexRay or any other network technologies that may come 
along in the future.  These differ from the LIN applications that have been covered in 
this report in that the size of the embedded software is larger, the speed of the 
networks are faster and they are often exploited in multiple network electrical 
architectures.  Non-automotive applications such as industrial controls may also have 
design targets such as cost, weight or embedded system memory requirements and 
therefore it would be interesting to see if the processes could be adapted to this sector 
too. 
 
7.2.4. Automatic Rule-Based Optimisation of Architecture Design 
Processes have been described for the design to cost and weight of automotive 
electrical architectures.  They allow a number of alternative architecture candidates to 
be assessed and the lowest weight and cost one selected.  Currently the process of 
proposing, evaluating, comparing and selecting a network architecture is manually 
driven.  However it would be desirable if this was semi or fully-automated so that a 
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